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1.0 Introduction
1.1
The Conservation Plan is a set of guidelines and
proposals to help manage the Park in a way
sympathetic to the character and qualities of the
place. It addresses issues affecting its current use and
proposes measures to help realise its potential.

A Unique and Special Place

Great Linford Manor and its Grounds are a unique and
special part of Milton Keynes.
Great Linford Manor Park lies on the northern edge of
the village of Great Linford, Milton Keynes. The Park we
see today is the remnant of a 350-year old designed
landscape. The original medieval manor house was
located near the church and then rebuilt on its current site
in 1690. Its grounds appear to have been to a formal axial
layout and the gardens behind the Manor retain some of
this layout, and the two pavilions developed after, follow
this plan. Changing fashions in the mid-1700s led to a
second complementary transformation, probably to the
designs of Richard Woods, and in the English Garden
Style of an informal, naturalized show-piece landscape
with carefully positioned trees, set-views, water features,
rolling pasture and artfully located small buildings. This
was the heyday of the pleasure garden.
However, it was short-lived. Not 40 years later, the Grand
Junction Canal ripped through the gardens, followed soon
after by the Newport Pagnell Railway, which irrevocably
isolated the grounds from its wider rural setting. The
grounds fell into decline and it is likely that much of the
original planned landscape was already lost by the start of
the 20th Century.

In modern times the Manor and grounds have been
a family home, a factory and showroom for garden
ornaments, an arts centre, a sculpture park and a
recording studio. The Manor itself has now been
converted back into a private home. Since its acquisition
by Milton Keynes Development Corporation in 1974 the
Park has been publicly accessible and used in the same
way as all other parks in the city. The Park transferred to
the Parks Trust in 1992.
To the visitor it is perhaps a surprising and unexpected
discovery in a city better know for its modern architecture
than its inherited buildings and landscapes. It is clearly a
place of great age; this is evident in the buildings, which
are simple, elegant and curious. Local people know it as a
quiet and tranquil place; a place to walk the dog, fly a kite
or simply walk through on the way to somewhere else, or
visit for occasional events, such as ‘Shakespeare in The
Park’. Its origins as a designed 18thg Century pleasure
garden are perhaps less understood or appreciated.
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Figure 1.1 West front of Great Linford Manor viewed from the Park.
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1.2

Some Background

The Parks Trust and owners of the Manor Pete and Berni
Winkelman commissioned a Conservation Management
Plan (CMP) in December 2012 for the core area of the
Park and the Manor and Gardens. The Plan was prepared
by Andrew Hiorns Limited with Architectural Heritage
and Conservation Limited as advisers on the historic
landscape.

The Parks Trust was awarded Development Phase funding
(December 2016 - February 2018) from the HLF and
Big Lottery to enable the potential of the Park to be fully
explored. This has included:
•
•

The CMP provided a much better understanding of the
Park and its historic relationship to the Manor and Great
Linford. As well as revealing the history associated with
the Manor, it also defined the key issues associated with
the Park today and the great opportunity to restore the
designed landscape and historic features to establish
Great Linford as a heritage destination within Milton
Keynes.
The Parks Trust decided that an application to the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) under the “Parks for People”
programme would enable the full scope of the potential
of the Park to be fully explored and interpret the Park
for wider audiences enjoyment and set the objective to
Reveal, Restore and Revive the Park.

•

carrying out further research and surveys to
understand the Park better;
setting up a Friends Group and running new pilot
activities in the Park; and
consulting people about how they value the Park and
their vision for it’s future.

This has enabled proposals for the Park to be evolved to
inform the submission to the HLF for funding to deliver the
proposals. This Conservation Plan acts as the guiding
framework for these proposals which, also include:
•
•
•
•

Design and Restoration Proposals – including Tree
Strategy, Play Strategy and Public Realm Strategy;
an Activity Plan - including Audience Development
Proposals;
a Management and Maintenance Plan for the Next 10
years; and
an Interpretation Strategy.

Throughout we refer to the Park as the extent of the area
within the HLF project application area, Figure 1.2. The
extent of the managed gardens associated with the Manor
appears to have varied over time, this relationship is
explored in Section 3.
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Figure 1.2 Great Linford Manor Park
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1.3

What is the Conservation Plan?

The Conservation Plan follows the guidelines set out in
the English Heritage document Conservation Principles
Policies and Guidance (2008) and HLF Conservation Plan
Guidance (2012).
The Conservation Plan (CP) sets out what is currently
understood about the place, what is significant and the
issues facing its future. From this understanding, the Plan
sets out a Vision, Themes Policies and Proposals to guide
the long-term-management and conservation of the Park
to ensure its sustainable future.
The production of the Plan has be supported by Heritage
Lottery Funding as part of the Development Phase under
the Parks for People programme. The Plan is based on
the original CMP produced for the Park and Manor and
has been revised and updated to the Park area.

The Plan is a guide and not a blueprint. It will evolve
and change over time in response to today’s issues and
as new issues arise. The aim is to provide a common
understanding and direction to ensure the character and
qualities of the Great Linford Manor Park are understood
and properly taken account of in management and
development decisions affecting its future.
Activities during the Development Phase have generated
considerable interest from local people, schools,
volunteers and visitors wishing to understand more about
the history of the Park. The CP will remain a key reference
point for the public.
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1.4

The Plan Preparation Process

The Conservation Plan for Great Linford Manor Park
has been prepared by Andrew Hiorns Ltd. over the
Development Phase of the HLF funded project. The
material from the original Conservation Management Plan
has been broadened to include the whole Park area.
The original research has been supplemented by
additional research and survey work. This has included.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geophysical investigation of the historic core of the
Park – AOC Archaeology/Cotswold Archaeology;
Further Archaeological Research and Watching Brief
– Cotswold Archaeology;
Hydrological Investigations – Hydreau Ltd.;
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey – BSG Ecology;
Topographical Survey – RGI Surveys;
Tree Survey of the whole park – The Parks Trust;
Traffic Survey – TPA;
Further archive research – Andrew Hiorns Ltd.;
Further analysis of historic mapping – Andrew Hiorns
Ltd., Jon Sheaff and Associates, Hydreau Ltd.;
Design Development – Jon Sheaff and Associates;
Topographical Survey – RGI Surveys; and
Oral History – Living Archive.

This work has informed the development of the
Conservation Plan.

Community engagement has been a key part of the
Development Phase. During the spring, summer and
autumn of 2017 a wide range of different events and
activities have been undertaken in the Park and these have
informed the ideas about the Park and the opportunities it
offers. The range of activities and events included:

We sought to appreciate how the site is currently used
by visiting the Park regularly, and attending events and
activities in the Park and by discussing it with the Parks
Trust management team, owners of the Manor, and
stakeholders. The Plan has also been informed by public
consultation events and questionnaires.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In addition, several volunteers have provided information
about the Park, which has supported the preparation of
the Plan, our thanks in particular go to Dr. Jill Eyres for
helping run the geology volunteer activities, Julie Ireland
for helping with the historical research and other members
of the Friends Group for helping with consultation events.

Heritage Open Day;
MK Food Festival;
Dementia Adventure – discovery stroll;
Heritage Festival Walk and Narrow Boat Trip;
Junior Rangers Education Session;
Geology Recording and Training;
Practical Volunteering;
Green Gym Work Days;
Art Projects;
Tours of the Park;
School Visits;
Activities for children with learning difficulties; and
3 Park Consultation Events.
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1.5

Status and Scope of the Plan

This Plan is a non-statutory document and does not affect
the statutory protection afforded to the listed buildings and
their settings or the Conservation Area, which remain and
serve to conserve the Park and the wider historic area.

The Plan is presented in 8 chapters as follows:
•

Chapter 1 – sets out the introduction, background
and scope for the Plan;

•

Chapter 2 – provides an understanding of the context
and character of the Park today;

•

Chapter 3 – considers the Parks landscape setting
and evolution over 1,000 years;

•

Chapter 4 – evaluates the Significance of the Park and
establishes the key Character Zones;

•

Chapter 5 - considers the Key Issues affecting it
today and the Opportunities to realise its
potential;

•

Chapter 6 – presents the Vision and Key Themes to
guide the proposals;

•

Chapter 7 – presents the Policies for the whole park
and landscape Character Zones; and

•

Chapter 8 – Considers the Next Steps.
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1.6

Contacts

Information about the Plan can be obtained from:
The Parks Trust
Campbell Park Pavilion
1300 Silbury Boulevard
Milton Keynes
MK9 4AD
Tel: 01908 233600
Email: info@theparkstrust.com
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2.0 Understanding the Great Linford Manor Park Today
2.1
Understanding what the Park comprises and its
use involves deciphering several complex layers of
development and occupation over several centuries.

Introduction

Great Linford Manor Park is an evocative place that
plays a special role in the identity of Milton Keynes and
its development. It is a place valued by local residents
and the wider population. The continuity and evolution
of its use as a place of settlement and recreation over
more than 350 years, with many of these layers being
discernible on the ground, gives it a unique and special
place in the parklands of the city. This chapter provides a
description of Great Linford Manor Park today.

2.2

Location and Setting

Great Linford is situated on the high ground on the
southern side of the River Ouse Valley. The location of
the historic settlement was amenable, being high above
the broad flat floodplain and close to a reliable source of
water from local springs.
This edge of the Ouse Valley has a distinctly different
geology of limestone at or near the surface and not the
thick clay that overlays much of Milton Keynes. This
is evident in the small outcrop of Blisworth Limestone
near to the Manor. It has a soft, buttery colour and used
extensively throughout Great Linford as a local building
stone. The modern stone circle adjacent to the quarry has
small fossils of brachiopod, oysters and bi-valves. The
quarry, church and Arts Centre barn have been identified
as a Milton Keynes Local Geological Site (LGS).
Great Linford Manor Park, is 16.4 ha. in size. Its context on
the northern edge of Milton Keynes is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Great Linford Manor Park in Context
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2.3

Great Linford Manor Park Today

The Main entrance to the Park for pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles is from Marsh Drive, Figure 2.16. There
are a number of other pedestrian and cycling entrances
to the Park and a horse riding route. The entrances are
currently poorly defined and there is no interpretation, little
waymarking and a confusing relationship between public
and private space.
The woodland and open grassland of much of the Park
give it a character more typical of a country park than
an historic park. There are no designated play facilities,
however the Park’s character and features within it
facilitate informal play and enjoyment of the natural
environment very well. The stone circles are particularly
popular for young children to clamber on and look for
fossils. Large parts of the park are inaccessible by path,
and benches and picnic tables are only located in one
part of the Park. There is no cafe or toilet facilities, other
than those at MK Arts Centre in the stables courtyard, but
these are only available when the Centre is open.
The historic designed landscape has not been generally
appreciated or understood even by regular visitors. The
surviving features of the 18th Century pleasure garden
including the Spring and Water Garden, Wilderness and
Ha-Ha and remnants of the ‘Doric Seat’ do not reveal
themselves to visitors.

The Grand Union Canal and former branch railway (now
a cycle route) are features of historic industrial value.
Cutting through the Park, they reduced the integrity of the
designed landscape, but do add historic interest, and
illustrate the impact of the Industrial Age on what was a
small rural community.
To the north of the canal, Blackhorse Wood has developed
on land that was pasture until the 1950s. The young
woodland is a valuable wildlife feature with an interesting
area of wet-woodland. It has a very different character
from the rest of the Park, and the potential for very different
experiences and engagement. Access to the woodland is
limited by the lack of paths and the steep embankments
to both the canal and railway.

Figure 2.2 South Pavilion
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The Park derives its aesthetic value from the conscious
design of the buildings and landscape, and the way
they have evolved over time. A key part of the aesthetic
quality of the Park is its relationship with the rest of Great
Linford, particularly to the High Street and the Church.
Conscious design is most evident to the front of the Manor
and its relationship with the two pavilions Figure 2.2. The
symmetry of the buildings and strong axial layout are
of high visual quality. The ponds and associated bridge
and cascades add to the aesthetic value and have the
potential to make a significantly greater contribution, if
restored. Aesthetically pleasing veteran and large trees
are hidden and often unseen by many visitors. The canal
with brightly coloured boats moving through the Park adds
activity and vibrancy.
Whilst the Park is not subject to any nature conservation
designation it does provide a rich variety of habitats
associated with old parks and woodland and has strong
wildlife corridors associated with the canal and adjacent
parks. The Park includes a Local Geological Site (LGS)
in a small abandoned quarry where the underlying Oolitic
limestone outcrops. The visible fossils are very attractive to
children and the Trust uses the site for educational visits.
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The Park is well connected by recreational and traffic-free
routes. Promoted routes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Grand Union Canal;
Milton Keynes Railway Cycle Route;
National Cycle Trail 6;
Milton Keynes Heritage Cycle route;
A horse riding trail; and
A geological trail.

The Park also benefits from direct links to the network of
other parks throughout the city by the largely traffic-free
Redway, horse riding and footpath routes. There are bus
routes on boundary roads to the east and west.
The Park is valued as a local recreational resource. In
summer months, it is busier, but the lack of facilities,
interpretation and unauthorised car access, reduces its
potential as a place to spend time. The Park is a venue
for summer events and is used for educational activities,
which bring a wider variety of people to the Park. It is also
a valued resource for MK Arts Centre, local schools and
the pre-school based in the nearby Memorial Hall.

Regular activities and events, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milton Keynes Food Festival;
‘Shakespeare in the Park’ (audience approximately
500);
School education visits;
Volunteering activities;
Great Linford Pre-School sports day;
Events space used for marquees;
St. Andrews Church summer events; and
Forrest School.

Informal consultation with local people revealed cultural
heritage beliefs including that the Hine spring water has
healing powers and that the Manor is considered to be on
a ley line.

The Park also benefits from fluid boundaries with other
historic assets on it boundaries which enable further
exploration. These include:
•
•
•
•

•

Great Linford High Street conservation area to the
south;
MK Arts Centre within the formal stables yard to the
west;
St Andrew’s Church set to the west;
The Grand Union Canal running through its centre,
with bridges over the canal on the eastern and
western edges enables circular access around the
park; and
The former Newport Pagnell Railway which is now
a walkway and cycleway provides excellent links to
the historic settlements of Wolverton and Newport
Pagnell.

The site has been identified as a hub in Milton Keynes
Council’s emerging Northern Milton Keynes Heritage
Corridor and has good but unwaymarked links to a variety
of heritage sites.
During the Development Phase an embryonic Friends
Group has been established and many more people have
become interested in the Park, its history and future.
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Round Pond & Hine Well Spring

Figure 2.3 Great Linford Manor Park
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2.4

A Walk through the Historic Core of the Park

The Park contains no buildings but importantly provides
the setting for some of the most significant historic
buildings within Milton Keynes urban area. Some of these
buildings including the Manor, pavilions, almshouses and
schoolhouse (all Listed Grade II*) have their boundaries
immediately on the park edge. This walk through the
historic core of the Park aims to help illustrate this
relationship.
The key features of the Manor Park are shown in Figure
2.4 Plan of Existing Features and photos of some of these
in Figures 2.5 - 2.16.
The historic approach to the Manor is along the village
High Street and through the white Victorian ornamental
gates Figure 2.5 the route continues along the tree-lined
avenue. The Manor Figure 2.6 is to the right and set
facing due west on the side of the shallow valley.
Opposite the Manor are the two dressed stone-faced
stable blocks Figure 2.7 in a Paladian style, but with stone
rubble rear facades and unusual roofs. Figure 2.8. An
avenue leads from the Manor through between the blocks
into a stable yard. The former thatched barn is located on
the south side enclosing the yard and is now part of Milton
Keynes Arts Centre. On the opposite side of the yard are
modern workshop and studio complex called the Radcliffe
building on the site of the otter hound kennels from the
19th Century.

The church is accessed off a modern roundabout/circus
outside the gates to the stable yard, with a pond in the
middle. St Andrews Church dates from the 12th Century
and there is a walled churchyard and cemetery with many
fine trees. Behind that are the Almshouses built in the
17th Century as single-storey cells. They have an unusual
central three-storey Dutch-gabled house, which was the
home of the former keeper of the Almshouses who was
also the village school master. The Almshouses remained
occupied until the 1960s. Figure 2.10.
At the end of the central path is the Hine Spring and two
ornamental ponds. The first is a regular circle, stone lined
and separated from the second rectangular pond by a
modern cascade and timber rail bridge. Figure 2.11. The
ponds once continued down the valley towards the River
Ouse but were disrupted in 1800 by the construction of the
canal, and then in 1865 by the railway. A third pond, with
a heavily restored cascade feature remains Figure 2.12
within the dense woodland between the canal and railway
but is only accessible from the north down the railway
embankment. It remains watered but is overgrown.
Figure 2.13.

The Manor (private residence) itself has a 3-storey building
with a cellar, and two 2-storey wings, with a wall continuing
along the front. The building is faced in local Blisworth
limestone. There is a service yard alongside and a walled
kitchen garden to the rear. Behind the Manor is a rising
terraced garden with surrounding embankments and
dating most probably from the late 17th Century. On the
eastern edge of the pleasure garden is the Ha-Ha,
Figure 2.14.
To the north of the walled garden to the Manor is the
Wilderness running up to the canal Figure 2.15. This was
an ornamental 18th century pleasure garden, with a doric
seat and views out west over the water gardens, north
over the ouse valley, and east over the parkland beyond
the Ha-Ha.
The main pedestrian access to the Park and Manor today
is along a surfaced track, constructed in the 1970’s by
MKDC that leads in off Marsh Drive Figure 2.16. This once
served a large car park in the Wilderness, which has been
removed and grassed over. It also provides access to the
Memorial Hall which is used as a community centre and
pre-school.
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Figure 2.4 Existing Features
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Figure 2.5 The Entrance Gates

Figure 2.6 The Manor

Figure 2.7 The Pavilions

Figure 2.11 The Round Pond

Figure 2.12 Cascade to north of the Canal

Figure 2.13 Overgrown pond to the north of the Canal
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Figure 2.8 Back of the Pavilions

Figure 2.9 The Avenue

Figure 2.10 The Almshouses

Figure 2.14 The Ha-Ha

Figure 2.15 View from the location of the Doric Seat

Figure 2.16 Marsh Drive Entrance
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2.5

Designations

The village was designated as a Conservation Area in
1974 although no Conservation Area Statement has
been prepared. The Conservation Area gives protection
to the area with development requiring Conservation
Area Consent from the local planning authority. The
Conservation Area and Listed Buildings are shown on
Figure 2.17 Historic Context. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Great Linford Manor C1720 re-modelling of 1680
Grade 2*
Mounting Block in front of wall to north west front of
Linford Manor
Wall flanking west front of Linford Manor Grade 2
Walls enclosing garden layout of Linford manor Grade
2
Stable blocks (referred to as the pavilions) C1720
Grade 2*
Barn C18 Grade 2
Former School House and Almshouses 1696 Grade
2*
St. Andrews Church Grade 2*
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Great Linford
Conservation Area

Figure 2.17 Historic Context
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2.6

Land Ownership

The Park is owned and managed by The Parks Trust along
with approximately 2,100ha of other parks and open
spaces accross the city, which are a fundamental part
of the quality and character of Milton Keynes. The land
ownership boundaries are shown on Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18 Land Ownership
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3.0 The Evolution of Great Linford Manor Park
3.1 Early Beginnings
The Landscape Context - Geology, Topography and
Hydrology
Great Linford Manor Park has been significantly designed
and altered by man over many centuries to create its
character today. The character of the place and how it
has evolved has been strongly related to its landscape
setting and natural features. This section considers
and discusses some of the ways in which the geology,
topography and hydrology have contributed to not just to
the physical character of the landscape seen today but
also how man has responded to the natural landscape.
Great Linford is situated on an outcrop of higher ground
between the converging valleys of two rivers The Great
Ouse and the Ouzel. These rivers are part of the Anglian
river basin catchment and flow north-east to the Wash and
North Sea, Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Anglian River Basin
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Geology and Topography
The geology of Britain is very complex and primarily
responsible for the great variety of landscapes that
make the British countryside so rich and engaging.
Buckinghamshire has distinctly different landscape
character areas relating to the underlying geology,
Figure 3.2.
Great Linford Manor Park is located to the south of the
River Great Ouse above the floodplain on the valley
side. The river floodplain contains extensive glacial sand
and gravels. The extraction of this resource during the
20th Century has significantly altered the once pastoral
floodplain with it’s meandering river. The sand and
gravel extraction resulted in large pits in the floodplain.
These have now been allowed to flood to become
lakes, managed for fishing, and as Linford Lakes Nature
Reserve.

The Park is primarily located on the outcrop of Great Oolite
from the Middle Jurassic period on the valley side above
River Great Ouse, on the left of the cross section. The
Upper Lias, which outcrops to form the valley sides above
the Great Ouse floodplain. The Quarry at Great Linford
Manor Park is designated as a RIGS site and reveals
the deposits overlying the Upper Lias, a succession
of mudstone, silts and limestones which together form
the Inferior and Great Oolite Series. The Blisworth and
Cornbrash limestone beds provide stone, which can be
used for building, so were important for human settlement
in the area.
The southern side of the Park runs into boulder clay. Most
of Milton Keynes is a bolder clay plateau with a gently
rolling topography. Rocky outcrops primarily formed
by Blisworth and Cornbrash limestones are confined to
northern areas bordering the Ouse Valley. The geology
and character of Great Linford Manor Park is distinctly
different from most of the New Town.

The boulder clay areas to the south are generally poorly
drained, as the clay soils tend to retain water. The poorer
quality of the agricultural land (mostly grade III) that
would be lost was a factor when locating the New Town.
The free draining soils on the edge of the Ouse Valley
enable different plants to thrive this has been reflected in
The Parks Trusts planting of the Park, particularly in the
planting of a variety of beech trees in the Arboretum area
on the eastern side.
The difference in the underlying geology is also reflected
in the building materials used in the historic villages
retained within Milton Keynes. In Great Linford there are
large numbers of stone built houses whereas the villages
in the south of the city tend to be timber framed panels
infilled with wattle and daub and later brick.
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Figure 3.2 Buckinghamshire Geology Group - Cross Section with exaggerated vertical scale
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Hydrology
Hydrological investigations during the Development Phase
have highlighted the importance of the hydrology to the
settlement of the area and the character of the Park. The
Manor and village are located as the limestone outcrop
emerges and at a point where the natural spring - ‘The
Hine Well’ reaches the surface.
The northern part of the Park is on the edge of the
limestone outcrop on the valley side and the southern
part on fairly impervious clay. The limestone is porous with
water running along the natural fall in its strata.
The Hine Well spring is and interesting feature and shown
on the earliest estate map of 1641. The hydrological
investigation revealed the spring under a modern manhole
cover. It was not possible to be completely sure if this
upslope wall of the chamber was formed of emplaced
limestone or geologically in-situ limestone, but given the
location of the spring, it is likely that the site is the original
spring. The water flow is only a trickle, but clean, and with
no evidence of organic matter.

The spring occurs as water percolates through the
limestone and emerges on the rock outcrop on the valley
side. The investigations have revealed that the two ponds
to the south of the canal are fed by by the spring and
also by water percolating through the stone walls on the
northern and western sides of the ponds, and probably
also through the rock strata on the base of the ponds. As
a result this makes them very sensitive features.
The other ponds in the Park are lined with clay. In the
case of the pond between the canal and railway walk, this
appears to be constructed of puddled clay in the 19th
Century.

Figure 3.3 Spring under inspection cover
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Influence of the Landscape Context On Early Settlement.
The geology, landform and hydrology which influence the
character of Great Linford today would have been key
factors in influencing early settlement in the area.
The first settlers to Britain used rivers to transport them
through the landscape. Rivers were also very important
in how early settlers mentally mapped and understood
the landscape. The location of Great Linford on high
ground above the junctions of the River Ouse and Ouzel
would have made it an easily identifiable, described and
remembered location. It was also an ideal location above
the wet marshy valley floor affording an opportunity to
survey the surrounding landscape. The availability of
spring water and stone on this higher ground would have
made settlement attractive and amenable.
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3.2

The People and Landscape over 1,000 Years.

1.

The Earliest Records

Little is known about the first settlers at Great Linford. The
earliest known remains are from the 7th-8thC Anglo-Saxon
period. During the extensive archaeological excavations
undertaken by MKDC in the 1970s, Saxon pottery was
found under St Andrew’s church floor suggesting very
early settlement of the area. The name Linford, mentioned
in the Domesday Book in 1086, referred to an area of land
with two settlements lying either side of the River Ouse. By
the 13th Century these two settlements were in different
parishes and were known as Little Linford to the north of
the river and Great Linford to the south. The name Linford
probably derives from the name of the crossing point over
the river where there were lime trees (Linden Trees).
After the Norman Conquest in 1066, most of the lands of
the English nobility were granted to William’s followers.
Over the years small estates known as manors passed
from one nobleman to another depending on who was
in favour with the King. During the 11th-15th centuries
Great Linford Manor was held by families such as the de
Bolebecs, the Pipards, the Butlers and the Thompsons,
with bailiffs farming the estate on their behalf. The de
Linford family was one of these tenants for many years.
A place of worship was evident at Great Linford in 1151-54
and is mentioned in a charter, with recorded changes and
alterations to the Church throughout the 12th, 13th and
14th centuries.

Archaeological excavations carried out for MKDC between
1979 and 1980 revealed the earliest remains of a medieval
manor house to about 1380 in what is now the Arts Centre
courtyard and under the south pavilion. By the 15th
century this appears to have developed into a substantial
medieval hall house.
Excavations at this time also revealed a windmill, built
on a mound approximately 300m to the east of the Park.
That was found to have timbers dating from 1220, which
makes it the earliest dated windmill in north-west Europe.
This early post mill derived its name from the great central
post, which held up the whole body of the windmill and
had to be turned on, to face the sails into the wind.
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1726 Indian Bean Tree
introduced to Britain

1660 Charles II restored to throne
and formal gardening becomes popular

1748 Weeping Willow
introduced to Britain

1673 Chelsea Physic Garden created

1630

1841 Atlantic Ceder
introduced to Britain

1730 William Kent works
on original plans for Kew gardens

1688 Tulip Tree
introduced to Britain
1689 William & Mary introduce
Dutch influence on gardens

1700

1751 Capability Brown sets
up landscape business

1800

1900

1865 Newport Pagnell railway built
1800 Grand Jucntion Canal built
1780 Manor re-fronted
1761 Richard Woods plans
Little Linford grounds
1740-50 Great Room (Ballroom) built
1963 Manor becomes
home of Chilstone
1725 North and South Pavilions built
1718 Lady Sarah Pritchard dies
1704 Lady Sarah Pritchard inheirites estate
1696-97 Almshouses built
1690 New Manor completed
1688-90 Manor demolished
1679 William Pritchard acquires Manor
1633 Richard Napier acquires Manor
Figure 3.4 History of the Manor and Grounds

1972 MKDC acquires Manor

1979 Radcliffe studio built
1986 Recording studio
1992 MK Parks Trust adopts public parklands
1993 Manor current owners

2000

1638 Cedar of Lebanon introduced to Britain
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2.

Seventeenth-Century Developments
As well as being a conscientious rector for the parish,
Richard Napier was greatly interested in medicine and
astrology sciences, which were complementary in his day.
He received a license to practice medicine in 1604, but he
may have been treating patients earlier than this.

During the 17th Century documentary evidence starts to
give a far better idea of the character of the estate and in
particular, the lives of two men of national significance who
lived at Great Linford.
The first was Richard Napier (also known as Richard
Sandy) who was born in Exeter and studied theology
at Oxford University. In 1590 at the age of 30, he was
ordained and installed at the rectory as rector of Great
Linford, where he stayed until his death 44 years later. A
portrait of him aged about 70 hangs in the Ashmolean
Museum in Oxford. Figure 3.5

He was, from around 1597, the protégé of Richard Forman
a famous astrologer of the time. They both used astrology
to practice medicine and recorded their consultations
with their patients in casebooks. These casebooks have
survived as Richard Napier’s nephew left them to what has
become the Bodleian Library, Oxford. These record 80,000
consultations and are considered to be probably the
richest surviving set of medical records from the period
before 1700.

Figure 3.5 Richard Napier 1559 – 1634
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Recently the importance of the Richard Napier and
Richard Forman Casebooks has been acknowledged by
the setting up of the “The Casebooks Project” funded by
the Wellcome Trust.This aims to:

We assume that the house where Napier lived and
practiced is now known as the Old Rectory and lies to the
south of the church on the corner of High Street.

“make available the astrological records of Simon Forman
and Richard Napier — unparalleled resources in the history
of early modern medicine. Our database of transcriptions,
browsable and searchable, brings together the details of
the thousands of clients who consulted these men and the
questions they asked. It allows sophisticated interrogation
and easy perusal of a manuscript archive famed as much
for its difficulty as its riches.” (Casebooks Project Website)
Figure 3.6

Napier’s methods, like Forman’s, were astrological,
but unlike Forman, he also brought the spiritual and
divine to his practice. To the astrologer’s repertoire of
purges, bloodlettings, strong waters, and the occasional
amulet, he added prayer and exorcism. His combination
of priestcraft and physic was controversial, but unlike
Forman, he was never subjected to sanctions by the
authorities.
Richard Napier’s elder brother was Sir Robert Napier a
wealthy merchant and personal friend of James I and
VI. One of Robert’s sons was a particular favourite of the
rector, who virtually adopted him in his youth. He was also
called Richard (b 1607) and like his uncle and majority
of their contemporaries, believed in the complimentary
powers of medicine, astrology and Christianity, and saw
no contradiction in invoking all three.

Napier’s stipend as a rector was supplemented, and
probably exceeded by his income from practicing
astrology and medicine. Napier was devoted to astrology,
alchemy, various sorts of magic, and theology. Most of his
patients were local people but his repute spread amongst
members of the nobility, including those in the circle of
the Duke of Buckingham. Napier was consulted about the
Duke’s ‘lunatic’ brother, Viscount Purbeck, John Villiers.
The steady income from clients made the rector a wealthy
man and he retained a respectable sized household and
bought land in the parish equivalent to a small estate.

Richard Napier died in 1634, his nephew who had
become Sir Richard Napier, inherited all his uncle’s
property in the village, and also owned the advowson
and patronage of the living, which his father had bought.
He now began to purchase property and land with the
intention of becoming the largest landowner in the village.
He did this successfully and was the prime instigator of
the enclosure of the parish in 1658.
Figure 3.6 Page from Richard Napier’s Casebook of 1632
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The first Map of the Estate is produced by Sir Richard
Napier before enclosure in 1641 Figure 3.8. By this time
he had purchased the original manor house, located to
the south of the Church from Sir John Thompson, whose
family had been granted it by Queen Elizabeth I. The
Map shows the important buildings of the village, and the
land ownerships. The 1641 map depicts a large house
as a pictorial representation in the location where the
foundations were uncovered, just adjacent to the Church.
This map does not state categorically that it was the
Manor House, but its location indicates that it was on the
manorial site, see Figure 3.7.
Before enclosure, Great Linford had three open arable
fields and extensive commons and meadows. One
field was left fallow each year and barley, wheat, rye,
peas and beans were grown in the others. Within a few
years enclosure changed the parish from one with very
little enclosed land to an entirely enclosed parish. The
enclosure affected the pattern of farming in the parish,
leading to a much higher proportion of pasture and also
appears to have led to a decline in it’s population.

Figure 3.7 - 1641 Detailed Estate Map showing original Manor between Church and Parsonage.
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Figure 3.8 - 1641 Estate Map showing Linford Wood and common land.
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By his purchases and the enclosure, Napier had created
a convenient and potentially profitable estate. But in
doing so he seems to have over extended his resources.
When he died in 1676 he owed nearly £22,000, mostly
on outstanding mortgages. His son Thomas had no
other option but to sell the estate. He sold it to Sir William
Pritchard (1630-1704), Figure 3.9 a wealthy London
merchant with political ambitions who wished to buy
a country estate, he also owned Lauderdale House in
London. This was his main residence and part of the
inheritance, which went to the Uthwatt’s on his death. It
was also held by subsequent generations of Uthwatt’s so
the history of the two houses is closely linked, although Sir
William was the last owner-occupier.

The survey of the village, probably for the sale, in 1678 by
surveyor Richard Browne shows ‘The Mannor of Greate
Lynford’, with the major buildings of the village, together
with their landholdings. The map, of 1678 Figure 3.10
also shows a large house in the same location as the 1641
map, indicating the continued presence of that important
building. However, where the 1641 map does not annotate
the sketch drawing of the house, the 1678 map clearly
states that the important building was ‘the Mannor House’.
We can be confident, therefore, that it was the original
Manor House, and that the excavated foundations under
the South Pavilion are the remains of the same building.
What is not clear is the final configuration of the building
before it was demolished. The foundations indicate that it
was a hall house of no little size. It is not known whether it
was re-modelled in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries
to reflect changing architectural fashion.

Figure 3.9 Sir William Pritchard 1630-1704
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Manor House 1380

Manor House extended 1640

From the leaflet ‘Great Linford’ produced by The Parks Trust and MKAU,
BCC 1993
Figure 3.10 - 1678 Estate Map showing original Manor next to the Church.
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Neither is there any evidence, either documentary or within
the extant fabric of the landscape remains, to indicate the
type of landscape or garden that may have existed around
the first Manor House.
Sir William Pritchard was born c1632 in Southwark
London. He became a merchant tailor and alderman.
From 1672, he was closely involved in the affairs of the
City Government, a member of several Parliaments and
Lord Mayor of London during The Restoration, when he
opposed ‘liberty of conscience’. He was an influential
and at times a controversial figure in the most tumultuous
period of British Parliamentary history immediately after
the Civil War.

It is clear that Sir William would have had little time to
spend at Great Linford, which was managed by a steward.
He did however, make substantial changes to the estate.
He was not satisfied with the appearance of the existing
Manor when he bought it (which may indicate that it had
not been much altered since the fifteenth century) and he
made plans to demolish it and construct a new house.
Between 1688-90 the original medieval/Elizabethan Manor
House was demolished and the construction of a new
Manor House begun which was completed by 1690.

Figure 3.11 - Back of School House Viewed from the Park.
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Pritchard did not begin to build his new house, utilising
stone from the old Manor, until 1688, almost ten years
after he acquired the estate, and would have needed
a residence while he decided how to develop the new
property. It is probable that the 1678 estate map was
drawn up for Pritchard upon the sale of the old Manor as
part of the legal conveyancing and also as an aid to the
subsequent redevelopment of the estate.
Pritchard’s new late seventeenth-century Manor House
(which forms the core of the existing Manor House) was
constructed down the hill from the first Manor House in
its present position. This was a very unusual location to
select for this period, since it was fashionable at the end
of the seventeenth century to build houses on elevated
land, where the house could be prominent and command
its estate. A prominent siting would have given the owners
a wide prospect of the Manor’s demesne, while ensuring
that anyone outside could see it very clearly, therefore
conferring status and power on its owner.

Building grand houses on elevated positions was also
a practical decision at this time, since the land would
be better drained and the air less damp. The reason
for relocating Great Linford Manor to this lower ground
is unclear; neither does it reflect fashionable taste, nor
Pritchard’s ambitious nature and increasing status.
Sadly, no early-eighteenth-century estate plan has
survived to provide detailed information about any
landscape that was designed to complement the
seventeenth-century Manor House. In fact, there are no
extant maps or plans after the 1678 estate map, which
provides detailed information about the landscape,
until the 1841 Tithe Map. However, remains of a formal
landscape do survive to the east of the house and those
can still be discerned on the rear lawns.

While outside of the Park it is worth considering ths as
an important aspect of the evolution of the Manor. It is
not certain when this formal landscape to the east of the
Manor was created, but it would seem logical, for several
reasons, to attribute this to Sir William Pritchard. Firstly,
he was responsible for building the new Manor in its new
location and it would have been unusual for a gentleman
of the time to be content with a house but no grounds.
Secondly, formal Franco-Dutch style landscapes were
becoming unfashionable after the first quarter of the
eighteenth century, so it is likely to have been created
before 1725. While it might be argued that Thomas
Uthwatt created the landscape before 1725, but after
Pritchard’s death in 1704, it seems unlikely that he would
have done so. Lady Pritchard was still living at Great
Linford until her death in 1718.
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This is further confirmed by the building of the Pavilions
and the alterations to the house, both of which did not
commence until after her death. Furthermore, although
much has been lost over time, the evidence on site
indicates a late-seventeenth-century design of terraced
compartments. The formal terraces can still be seen to
the rear of the property, where three distinct levels in the
lawn rise up gently away from the House. These would
have been demarcated by retaining brick walls, with steps
up to the next terrace. The levels would probably each
have had differing and specific functions ranging from
the ornamental to the more rustic as the levels advanced
towards the boundary.
Hatley Park in Cambridgeshire is a typical seventeenthcentury landscape with its geometric shapes and formality.
The garden at Great Linford may have been very similar.

Figure 3.12 – Hatley Park with its seventeenth-century house and garden
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Flanking the three terraces, to the north and south, are
two distinct, steep banks. The south bank is so large as to
be almost a plateau and is planted up with many mature
trees. The north bank now acts as a division between
the terraces and the Walled Garden, which is a lateeighteenth-century addition to the estate. It is not known
whether the north bank was similarly planted when first
created. The Walled Garden retains three, largely original
walls but that to the south has been rebuilt in the twentieth
century.
The formal terraced area to the rear of the Manor House
outside the Park area ,is the oldest extant part of the
designed landscape at Great Linford and the most
significant.

Although Sir William must have spent little time at Great
Linford, he took significant steps to provide for the wellbeing and education of its inhabitants. Between 1696-97
he had 6 alms-houses built for six poor men. The building
to the east of the church composes single-story stone
almshouses with an interesting three-storey Dutch-gabled
centre-piece. This central building was a school house
with accommodation for the master who was also the
warden of the almshouses. Sir William’s philanthropy was
also evident at St. Bartholomew’s hospital London, where
he was president and recorded to have:
‘erected a convenient apartment, at his own expense, for
performing the operation of cutting for the stone’ (removal
of kidney or bladder stones).

Sir William Pritchard died in 1704 in London, but was
buried at Great Linford with great ceremony and a
procession of carriages coming up from London. He and
Lady Prtichard would have hoped that their son would
inherit the estate but he died ten years before his father.
Lady Sarah outlived her husband by thirteen years, and
by the provision of his will, was able to carry on living at
Great Linford although his nephews had become Lords
of the Manor on his death. During this time she continued
to provide support to Great Linford inhabitants and the
church, including providing paneled oak bedsteads for
the draughty almshouses. She also left money to several
charities for the poor and to support schools on her death.

(Inscription in marble slab Great Linford Manor Church)

Figure 3.13 - Almshouses and School House
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3.

The Early Eighteenth Century

In 1706 an Agreement was drawn up between Richard
Uthwatt and Daniel King (Sir William Pritchard’s nephews
and Lords of the Manor on his death in 1704) and the
Rector, John Coles, concerning the condition of the village
church. This proves that Pritchard’s two nephews were
taking an active, working interest in their newly inherited
estate, despite Lady Sarah Pritchard continuing to live at
the Manor itself. The Agreement states that:

Between 1706-10 the medieval chancel is taken down to
foundations and rebuilt, the interior is also rebuilt, the
medieval decoration plastered over and the coved ceiling
inserted. Again, this is likely to be under the aegis of the
two nephews.
Lady Sarah Pritchard died in 1718 and the estate passes
formally to William Pritchard’s nephews. Daniel sold his
share of the estate to Richard.

It was Richard Uthwatt’s second son Thomas who made
the most significant changes to the Manor House and
estate during his 30 years as Lord of the Manor. In around
1725 The North and South Pavilions are built to frame
axially the Manor House and add consequence to views
from the House.

‘It is agreed.... that they.... Shall take down the Roof and
walls of the Chancel and Rebuild the same...before the
feast day of St Michael the Archangell in the year of our
Lord God One thousand seven hundred and seven’
(Williams, 1983)

Figure 3.14 - North and South Pavilions

New Manor House 1690

Manor House Extension 1720
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The Pavilions are relatively unusual in their conception,
since most flanking pavilions are attached to the
parent house, connected to it by wings. However, their
unusual siting here does create a sense of distance and
perspective when viewed from the Manor House, and also
gives it a certain grandeur, which was previously lacking
due to its low- lying site. The Pavilions create a sense of
drama, framing the main view from the house and out
into the landscape. Such dramatic focal points and the
creation of contrived views were important aspects of
early-eighteenth-century landscape design.
Figure 3.15 - Formal view created by the addition of the Pavilions, but
now unfortunately masked by the trees

The Pavilions were never intended to form a grand
entrance to the site from west, but were built to provide
a polite view from the Manor House. This is clear, since
visitors would never have been brought through the
service courtyard as an approach to the main house
in the eighteenth century. Furthermore, the Pavilions
are ornamented only on the front elevations facing the
house and those to the side. The façades to the service
courtyard are of coursed rubble stone, not ashlar; left
unfinished and plain, they were clearly not to be viewed
from the polite area.
It has been surmised by others that the space between
the Manor and pavilions would have been terraced as
gardens, and that the considerable investment in the
pavilions without it would have been odd, but there is no
evidence to suggest any formal terraces or landscaping
fronting the Manor from this time.

This may have been to compensate for the relatively lowlying and unimpressive position of the new Manor House.
The simple, neo-Palladian style of the Pavilions suggests
that they were built between 1714 and 1730. Given the
provincial location of Great Linford, it is likely that they
were built towards the end of this period, almost certainly
by Thomas Uthwatt after the death of Lady Pritchard in
1718.

The key feature of the early eighteenth century
landscape was the development of the pavilions on an
axial plan, designed to add consequence to the view
from the Manor.
Figure 3.16 - Rear, unfinished elevation of the Pavilions
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4.

The Mid to Late Eighteenth Century

Thomas Uthwatt died in 1754 without a son and was
succeeded by his nephew, Henry Uthwatt, esquire, of
Lathbury, Bucks, son of his brother Richard. Henry had
been married since 1750 to Frances Chester of Chicheley,
but three years after inheriting the manor in 1757 he died
in London of consumption at the age of just 26. Frances
and Henry had no children but Henry insured that Frances
was well provided for during her lifetime, but on her death
the Great Linford estate would pass to his godson Henry
Uthwatt Andrewes (and third cousin, who at the time of
Henry’s death was only two years old), on the condition he
took the name Uthwatt.
Although Henry was only Lord of the Manor for a short
time he seems to have been quite active in estate matters
and he was High Sheriff of Buckingham

Manor House with further extension 1754

He also seems to have been very interested in design as
he owned a copy of Essai sur L’Architecture – Laugier
Marc-Antoine -English 1755 – An Essay on Architecture
which sets out to explain the:
‘true principles and invariable rules of architecture to direct
the judgement and form the taste of gentleman and the
architect.’

This is now held at Sir John Soane’s Museum with an
inscription in the front to Henry Uthwatt 1755. Interesting,
the Manor accounts of this time record a payment to
Henry and Samuel Hewitt of Brompton in the County
of Middlesex Gardeners for £25-9-4. The Hewitt’s ran a
nursery and seed business and were important suppliers
of seeds, bulbs and ornamental trees and shrubs. The
amount of money is about a third of that known to have
been spent by Woods on plants at Hartwell 1759-60. No
other documentary evidence however relates Henry to the
development of the 18th century pleasure garden.
Frances Uthwatt lived at Great Linford from her husband’s
death in 1757 until her own death in 1800 and she did not
remarry. A woman living on her own at this time does not
seem very likely to have commissioned substantial garden
works, even if wealthy.
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Frances was however the daughter of Sir John Chester,
Bart. of Chicheley. Chicheley Hall (Register Historic
Park and Garden) where she grew up is described
as having 18th Century formal gardens, designed by
George London C1700, Bridgeman also produced plans
for that garden but these do not seem to have been
implemented, although there was later garden design
work implemented. The List entry includes a description
of part of the gardens and pleasure grounds at Chicheley
Hall revealing a curious similarity to Great Linford:
‘To the north is an area of trees known as The Wilderness
with the ruins of a small, red-brick, C18 pavilion (listed
grade II) at the west end, and many large yews surrounding
it. Views north from this area look over the north park to
agricultural land beyond, and also to an eyecatcher at
Grange Farm. Below, and parallel with the east arm of the
canal, is a descending line of four rectangular ponds.’
It may also be relevant that her late husband had
made the trustee of the Great Linford estate Sir Roger
Newdigate, referred to as a patron, architect and wealthy
landowner who not only designed residences such as
Copt Hall, Essex, but also employed notable designers
Sanderson Miller, Henry Keene and Henry Couchman
at Arbury Hall, at his home in Warwickshire. Sir Roger
Newdigate owned extensive collieries in Warwickshire and
was a keen promoter of the Grand Junction Canal.

By the mid-eighteenth century the fashion for symmetry
and angularity in landscapes had been replaced by a
much more informal, loosely planted style, often referred
to as the Arcadian Picturesque or, more ambiguously, the
English Landscape Style. Its most important designer was
William Kent (1685-1748), who had introduced garden
buildings of a human-scale set in shrubberies threaded
with serpentine walks, and who had effected a softening
of the landscape.
Kent was succeeded in the 1750s by several landscape
gardeners who had adopted the more open parkland
style of Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown, but who retained the
ornamental garden buildings that Brown was to banish
from his minimalist parks. One of these was Richard
Woods (1715-1793), who is now known to have produced
a landscape design for the neighbouring estate of Little
Linford. How much of his 1761 plan was implemented is
unclear, but the presence of Woods in the area and at a
property with family ties to Great Linford, suggests that he
might at least, have been consulted.
At this time, Matthew Knapp of Little Linford had married
Catherine Uthwatt, of the Great Linford Uthwatts in 1750.
Catherine (1725-1794) was the daughter of Thomas
(d.1754) and Catherine Uthwatt (d.1769).

Figure 3.17 Richard Woods’ ‘Design for the Improvement of Little
Linford’, 1761
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With its axial view towards the Pavilions and formal
terraces to the rear, the landscape at Great Linford was no
longer fashionable. Consequently, another layer of design
was applied to the grounds, either by Woods or at least
in his style. The shrubbery Wilderness to the north of the
estate with its wild trees, flowering bushes and curving,
meandering walks was created as a foil to the regularity
of the existing landscape with its confined views. The
retention of the central drive to the Pavilions and the formal
terraces to the rear of the Manor House indicates that the
aim was to create additional, more fashionable landscape
features to contrast with the more formal elements of the
grounds. There was clearly no intention of removing all
traces of the existing landscape and replacing it with a
completely informal Arcadia.
A Doric Seat was built in the Wilderness, on the edge of
the woodland by an open lawn leading down to the river,
with its seating alcove facing out to the fields beyond.
It survived until the 1980s when it was unfortunately
vandalized and destroyed by fire.

This is close in conception to the proposed ‘Light Dorick
or Ionick Alcove’ offering views across the park at Little
Linford, which is marked F on Woods’ plan of 1761.
Figure 3.17. Woods also planned to construct a ‘Grotto
over the Spring’ at the neighbouring estate.

Figure 3.18 - The lost Doric Seat in the Wilderness

Figure 3.19 - The heavily restored stepped Cascade, probably by Richard
Woods
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Whilst the two extant seventeenth-century maps depict
a stream feeding the Hine Well, it is possible that
these were in fact elongated fish-ponds by this time,
informally created from the stream during the medieval
period. Where a stream or river ran close to an estate
in the medieval period, the conversion of the stream to
fishponds was very common and would have been used
to supplement the estate’s own produce. The ponds
and cascade were heavily and most unsympathetically
restored with concrete in 1974 by MKDC. The stepped
Cascade and its grotto-like archway can still be accessed
from the old railway line. The grotto-like arch was almost
certainly part of the design of the 18th Century garden,
perhaps as a bridge over the stream, as the original
stonework still in its structure indicates. It is now a culvert
to the canal and has been heavily restored with modern
bricks.

Figure 3.20 - The conduit, which formed part of the 18th Century Garden
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Also surviving from the mid eighteenth-century remodelling of the landscape is the Ha-Ha, which was used
at Great Linford to create an eastern boundary to the
Wilderness. Since no estate maps exist for this time it is
impossible to determine any particular long-range views
that may have been planned from the Ha-Ha, though it is
probable that its main function was simply as a boundary.
The most important view would have been to the north,
across the open fields and valley, in the direction which
now looks out across the canal and railway. Woods’
Doric seat, in the Wilderness, was purposely faced in this
direction.

The mid eighteenth-century landscape at Great Linford
is professional in its execution, and there is no doubt
that it was carried out by an experienced landscape
designer.
On this evidence alone it is a strong possibility that Woods
was involved at Great Linford, but there is additional
evidence that makes this attribution almost a certainty.
Interestingly, in the 1761 Little Linford plan, Woods
incorporates an element of formality into the design with
a semi-circular kitchen garden laid out with geometrically
radiating walks. Woods was clearly comfortable working
with some formality in the landscape, which was the preexisting condition of the parkland at Great Linford, with
its axial Pavilions and terraces. More than that cannot
be claimed, but the Wilderness to the north of the Manor
House is unquestionably of the mid-eighteenth century.
The mid-eighteenth century landscape involves the
remodelling of the estate in the English Landscape
Style - with the creation of the water gardens, cascade,
Wilderness, Doric seat and ha-ha, most probably to
designs by Richard Woods.

In the last years of the 18th century Henry Andrewes
Uthwatt who was now over 40 and waiting to claim the
estate on Catherine’s death wrote many letters to the
Grand Junction Canal company trying to minimise the
impact of the canal on the Great Linford gardens and
ponds.
‘The towing path to be on the off-side of Gardens and
pleasure ground. The canal to be handsome pieces of
water towards the Garden, to make a handsome slope
down to it’(Henry Andrewes Uthwatt, 1800)
When Frances died in 1800, the same year the canal
opened, Henry inherited the estate and changed his name
and became in 1803 Rev. Henry Uthwatt, Uthwatt.
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5.

The Nineteenth Century

Frances Uthwatt’s death in 1800 was the beginning of
the decline in the status of the Manor House, probably
because Lathbury had become the country seat of her
successors the Andrewes family and also because the
canal had just been opened and had split the estate,
spoiling the views across the Ouse Valley and leaving the
house vulnerable as the canal was in constant use by
horsedrawn narrowboats. The canal also shattered one of
the main features of the 18th century pleasure garden of
the ponds cascading down the valley side.

A boat house on the canal at the edge of the “Wilderness”
with steps down to the pond to the north of the canal
(shown on the first series OS Map of 1881 Figure 3.22)
suggests that the original intention was to retain the area
to the north of the canal as gardens. But 40 years later,
by the time of the 1841 Tithe Map Figure 3.21, the pond
area and the land either side of it had been rented out
and no garden or pond were recorded. The boat -house
had disappeared by the Second Edition OS map of 1900,
Figure 3.23.

This effect is clearly shown in the 1841 Tithe Map, Figure
3.21. The Canal had a very damaging effect upon the
integrity of the landscape. Unfortunately, this division was
reinforced in 1865 when the Newport Pagnell Railway
Company line was constructed to run parallel to the
Canal, just to the north. Both the Canal and the Railway
ruined the privacy and peace of the estate, changing its
character forever.

Canals and railways were the major infrastructural
developments of the Victorian era and their impact
upon the local residents of Great Linford should not be
underestimated. The canal instigated development
of new brick works in the parish and the railway was
being used to commute to jobs at the railway works in
Wolverton.

Manor House north wing demolished 1855-present

The Uthwatts at Great Linford appear to have lived a fairly
typical life of small country land owners of the time. Otter
hunting was introduced into this area in 1891 by William
Uthwatt who became Master of the Buckinghamshire
Otterhounds. Thatched kennels were built behind the
pavilions where the Radcliffe Building now stands. Otter
hunting is known to have existed as a sport since at least
1700, probably originally to deter Otters from taking fish
from medieval fishponds. The 19th Century otter hunting
proceeded on foot using large dogs specially bred to
flush out the Otters. The men of the hunt wore blue
uniforms with red caps. Otter hunting only became illegal
in England and Wales in 1978.
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Figure 3.21: Tithe Map of 1841 The Victorian changes brought irrevocable damage to the designed landscape with construction of the
Grand Junction Canal
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Figure 3.22 OS Map 1881.
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Figure 3.23: OS Map 1900
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6.

Early to Mid 20th Century– The Landscape
in Decline

The Manor House continued to be owned privately during
the first half of the twentieth century, and remained in the
hands of the Uthwatt family until it was sold to the newly
formed Milton Keynes Development Corporation in 1972.
As with so many country houses at that time the house
and estate went into decline during the first half of the 20th
century under the pressure of the two world wars.
To the north of the church a Fundamental Benchmark
was constructed in around 1920. The mapping of Britain,
which had progressed so rapidly in the previous century,
was now enhanced with Fundamental Benchmarks
across the country to accurately measure height against
an datum point “Ordnance Datum Newlyn” (ODN –
mean sea level at Newlyn, Cornwall 1915-1921) . Great
Linford was chosen as it enabled the buried chamber
containing 3 points of reference to be firmly fixed to the
underlying bedrock. The 190 Fundamental Benchmarks
established across the country were intended to enable
measurements in vertical movements in the earth’s crust.
Fundamental Benchmarks are still used by the Ordnance
Survey as the primary height network and crutial in
defining this reference system today.

Figure 3.24: The Doric Seat being used to feed cattle in 1946
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Figure 3.25: Great Linford Fundamental Benchmark

The line of decent of the Manor is difficult to establish
in the mid- 20th Century. We know that when her father
Major Uthwatt Boverie died in 1950 Stella Uthwatt b.1910
continued to live in the Manor. We have been able through
Living Archive to record the recollections of people living
and working on the estate at that time who still remember
her. This record is based on their recollections and
documentary searches. Stella never married. She had
been in the Woman’s Royal Air Force during the Second
World War and was rumoured to have lost a fiancée during
the War. On the death of her father, she took on the estate
and interestingly, many of his former responsibilities. She
became master of the otter hounds, supervised their
management and took the hounds to meets across the
country. She was also like her father elected to Newport
Pagnell Rural District Council, as the first woman councilor,
as representative for Great Linford and Stantonbury.
Although taking on these traditionally male roles was quite
progressive, oral history research gives another view.
“She was like a prim and proper...sort of almost like a
Victorian Lady...people had to say ‘Yes Milady’ and ‘No
Milady’” (Bill Kerswell - looked after the otterhounds in the
1950’s)

Figure 3.26: Bucks Otter Hounds Times 1927 “ The otter takes refuge up
a hollow willow tree, the hounds were called off and he leaped into the
river again and the hunt continued.”
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By early 1964 Stella Uthwatt had leased the Manor House
and grounds to Chilstone a company set up to make
ornamental garden products. One of these ornaments
is an urn, that was placed in the Wilderness. This was
claimed by Chilstone to be have been designed by
Kent ‘for the gardens at Great Linford’ but there is no
association of Kent with Great Linford. Figure 3.28 is an
aerial photograph of the estate taken at this time when the
ground between the Pavilions was used for storage and
display for the business.
In 1964 the first proposals were made for a new town to
be built in Buckinghamshire and within ten years Great
Linford had been absorbed into Milton Keynes. Milton
Keynes Development Corporation bought Great Linford
Manor from Stella Uthwatt in 1972.
Figure 3.27: Aerial view of the Manor and Pavilions showing Chilstone
ornaments
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7.

Late 20th Century - Early Milton Keynes

One of the first tasks of the newly formed Corporation was
to prepare village master plans, and copies of the Village
Plan for Great Linford survive in the Milton Keynes City
Discovery Centre, with plans and illustrations by MKDC
architect/masterplanner John Seed (1939-2011). These
form the basis of the surrounding development which
was eventually carried out and provide an interesting
(though undated), history of ideas for the area abutting
and including the Great Linford estate. Many conceptual
sketches were also drawn up and Figure 3.29 provides a
good example of these sketches.

Figure 28: Sketch by John Seed from the Village Plan circa 1974
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The Manor, Pavilions, Almshouses Barn and the Radcliffe
Building were to form the core of the new Arts Centre. The
Manor was converted to gallery space with a bar in the
basement.
Pevsner describes the expansion of Milton Keynes to take
in Great Linford as follows:
‘Great Linford repays leisurely investigation. It is
a big area, one and a half grid squares in one
– layout informal, directed by the old village at
its centre and by the serpentine course of the
Grand Union Canal and linear park that follows it.
Developed between 1974 and 1980 it is the first
grid square to have an old village at its nucleus.
Not only have the old buildings been successfully
incorporated, and in fact enhanced, but all private
and rented developments have been skillfully
integrated and because of a good standard of
design throughout, are almost indistinguishable’.
(Pevsner, 1973).
Between 1974-79 MKDC undertook extensive restoration
to the Pavilions, Barn and Almshouses. The Almshouses,
which had remarkably remained in use as Almshouses
until the 1960s, were then converted to craft workshops.
The Barn was largely destroyed by fire in 1975 and is
substantially rebuilt at this time.

Figure 3.29 - Undated Map by John Seed showing proposed houses to
south of the Manor House.
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In 1982, between 3 July and 31 October, a temporary
sculpture exhibition was set up at Great Linford. A
carefully designed ‘Sculpture Walk’ was laid out in the
grounds and also in the house. It incorporated many
pieces from internationally renowned sculptors such as
Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth. These pieces were
loaned to the estate from a peripatetic exhibition, known
as the City Gallery, curated by Edna Read (1929-2012).
Pieces included John Maine’s ‘Outrider’ (1978) located on
the lawn by the front drive, Barbara Hepworth’s ‘Spring’
(1960) located under the large cedar, as well as William
Pye’s ‘Red Desert’ (1982) and James Butler’s ‘The Bride’
(1975).
The Sculpture Walk paid homage to the landscape within
which it was temporarily based, and particularly the
Wilderness, as the following extract demonstrates:
‘the garden at Great Linford is fringed by a bosky, shrubby
area whose secrets have to be penetrated one by one.
It embodies the 18thC concept of the ideal landscape
garden: anticipation and surprise’ (extract from the Guide
to the Sculpture Walk, MKDC)

By the time the Seventh Edition Ordnance Survey map
is published in 1982, a new Memorial Hall has been built
with the old site making way for new homes. The new
Memorial Hall has an access road constructed to link it
with Marsh Drive. This new approach into the landscape
extends to the Manor and includes a turning circle, car
park and several additional pathways and access routes
to the north of the Manor House.
The Manor and associated buildings and park became the
hub of cultural life for the new city with many events and
activities transforming the use of the area from the relic of
the Victorian era to the forefront of new society.
However, by 1984 The Arts Centre was failing due
to funding being withdrawn following the change in
government. The Manor House ceases to be used as an
Arts Centre after its Trustees are sacked.
Around this time MKDC attempt to sell the Manor and
produces sale particulars for the entire estate in an
attempt to cut its losses and dispose of the estate. These
offer the site for rent or sale, as long as the use is suitable
to the site. The tender for the house was won by Harry
Maloney with plans for a recording studio in the house and
a theatre in the kitchen garden. In 1986 the Manor was
converted into a recording studio.
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Figure 3.30 - Aerial View from around 1980 showing the car park
in the Wilderness
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By 1992 the estate is split between the Milton
Keynes Parks Trust, which takes over the landscape,
Buckinghamshire County Council and the current owners
who took over Linford Manor in 1993 and firstly developed
it into one of Europe’s leading residential recording
studios, and then more recently converted it back to a
private house.
The 20th Century changes saw the Manor and Grounds
pass from private ownership to the Development Corporation who converted the Manor to an arts centre
and implemented new access ways and parking areas,
the building of the Memorial Hall, and then sale of the
Manor and gardens to a private business and eventually
a return to a house again.
Figure 3.31 - MK Arts Centre Sealed Knot Re-enactment
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3.3

Understanding the 18th Century Pleasure Garden

The extent of the remaining historic designed landscape
and its qualities are a major influence on the potential of
the Park.

1.

Recognising the ‘Woodsian’ Landscape

In this section we look more closely at the remains of the
18th Century Pleasure Garden. This is the most evident
historical character of the Park, although it has over time
been diminished as the planting and trees have matured
and fallen or been cut down, and the landscape has been
significantly altered in other ways.
A better understanding of what remains helps inform the
potential to conserve and enhance the remaining features
and strengthen the landscape character to create a
distinct, interesting and unusual landscape.
There is no documentary evidence that Richard Woods
was the designer at Great Linford, so we must be
cautious, but we can be confident that the grounds are a
designed landscape. The components of the landscape
are typical of the period and laid out with the confidence
and assurance of an experienced designer.

The Woodsian landscape overlays the pre-existing early
18th Century formal axial landscape probably created by
Pritchard but now only evident to the front of the Manor
in the unusual placement of the twin pavilions in a formal
relationship to the Manor, and the terraces to the rear of
the house (and within its garden), which suggest a formal
structured arrangement. It is also possible that the ponds,
in some form may have existed at this time too, perhaps
as medieval fishponds along the course of the spring
and then formalized as a stone lined pond. There is no
documentary evidence of anything fronting the Manor
and no visible sign of terraces for formal gardens, so it
may never have been laid out as such, given that it also
remained as the Main Street and route to the church for
the village.
The geophysical investigations during the Development
Phase showed several service lines through this area and
obvious areas of disturbance but nothing to indicate a
more formal garden layout. The geophysical survey did
confirm the location of a plinth in the centre of the roundel
in front of the Manor.
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We had previously been unsure whether the sundial
shown in front of the Manor in photographs at the time of
Chilstone ornaments was one of their ornaments or the
original sundial recorded in “History and Antiquities of the
Newport Pagnell Hundreds” dated 1900 Cowper Press:

Richard Woods was a contemporary of Lancelot
‘Capability’ Brown, being born in the same year, and
sharing some of the stylistic components of the Brownsian
landscape. But there are important differences. The
features of a Woods landscape are shown below:

‘The house is now the residence of William Frances
Andrewes Uthwatt, who is master of the celebrated pack
of otter hounds. It is a good house, built of stone, and
situated in extensive grounds. On the lawn on the west
front, still stands the ancient sundial.’

•

Concentrate on pleasure grounds around a house
rather than more extensive parklands;

•

Use flowering shrubs, climbers and bulbs in pleasure
grounds;

•

Typically contain arrangements of small ponds rather
than Brown’s great pieces of water;

•

Give greater consideration to the kitchen garden,
combining ornament and utility;

•

Create cascades on water features as devices to add
points of interest often associated with buildings or
seating over the cascade;

•

Informality vied with studied effect; and

•

•

Make extensive use of evergreen trees and shrubs;

Emphasize variety and charm more than
magnificence.

•

Make greater use of recently introduced exotics than
other improvers;

This photograph taken in 1961 Figure 3.32 before any
association with Chilstone ornaments shows a sundial.
This suggests the sundial Chilstone sell as the Linford
sundial is based on the original. The sundial disappeared
at the time of the sale of the Manor to the Development
Corporation.
.

Figure 3.32 - 1961 Manor wth Sundial
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So, a Woods landscape is characterised by a more
intimate scale, close to and easily accessible from the
house rather than the extensive sweeps of parkland and
lakes of Brown, which were often to be seen from the
house but then ridden through on horseback, or driven
through by carriage, rather than the more easily walked
landscapes by Woods.
A good comparison of the work of the two designers
can be seen at Audley End where Woods designed the
Elysuim Gardens which are full of variety and charm,
Figure 3.33, and Brown designed the sweeping lawns and
drives to create the impressive entrance.
Water plays a big part in the Woods landscape. He
remodeled the landform to create natural looking strings
of smaller sinuous ponds and cascades for incident and
variety. Woods planting used a greater variety of species
than many of his contemporaries, aiming for visual
interest more than aping the natural English landscape.
He used conifers extensively, with more flowering shrubs
and climbers and the recently introduced exotics from
the colonies, for instance. His grounds were more varied,
colourful and had utility, full with seasonal interest and
evergreens for all year-round effect.
During the Georgian period the expansion of grounds
from the formal and axial and often enclosed gardens
to gardens that expanded out around the house to be
walked through and enjoyed, were an important part of the
social scene.

Fiona Cowell in her book “Richard Woods (1715-1793)
Master of the Pleasure Garden” uses for the jacket
illustration the painting by Thomas Day c1780 of Hare
Hall, Romford designed by Woods, Figure 3.34. It is
a very helpful image to reveal the characteristics of a
Woods landscape. The landform and sinuous water
feature look natural, but are the result of detailed design
and engineering. The sinuous path leads a meandering
route from the newly built villa through the grounds to
create leisurely promenades with sequential composed
views with great visual interest and variety. The banks of
the canal are left predominantly unplanted, to maximize
the impact of the water in views. There are however, three
weeping willow Salix babilonica “Babylon” planted to draw
the eye along the water. This tree was first introduced
to England in 1748 from Syria. The now rather clichéd
image of a weeping willow overhanging water, was at this
time an exotic curiosity and exhibition of fashionable and
expensive planting. It is relatively short lived, surviving a
maximum of about 75 years. The trees in the foreground
cannot be identified but may include conifers. What
is most notable is that the crowns have been lifted by
pruning the lower branches, to enable views through the
tree group. In the background and close to the house,
there are areas which appear to be more densely planted
possibly with flowering shrubs and this could be the edge
of a wilderness garden.

The principles established at that time of creating a
landscape which appears natural but is carefully designed
to create composed views and screen more intrusive
elements underlies the principles of most large-scale
landscape design today, and is evident in the design and
layout of the modern parks system in Milton Keynes.

Figure 3.33 Wood’s plan for the Elysium Garden at Audley End with
cascade, pavilions & bridge.
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Figure 3.34 Hare Hall painting by Thomas Day c1780
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2.

Extent and Layout of the Pleasure Garden and
Key Views

The original extent of the pleasure grounds to the north,
either side of the ponds is difficult to discern because
the first known map after the improvements was as late
as the Tithe Map of 1841, Figure 3.35. By this time the
Grand Union Canal had cut through the landscape and
the extensive earth works had largely destroyed the
water gardens. The construction of the canal required
extensive earthworks and major embankments to carry
the canal over the small valley. No records have been
found to establish the form of the water gardens to the
north of the canal in the 18th century pleasure garden. As
we have seen, the 1881 OS Map, Figure 3.22 (page 54),
still shows a boat house adjacent to the Wilderness and
paths down from the northern tow path to the pond area
suggesting the original intention was to retain access to
this part of the garden and pond after the canal had been
constructed. This objective seems to be short lived as by
the 1841 Tithe Map the compartment containing the pond
and the areas either side were being rented out and were
not considered part of the gardens.

The more intimate scale of the pleasure garden would be
consistent with what remains at Great Linford. Whether
there were related gardens beyond the pond, to the
north of the canal we do not know, but if they did exist
they are long since gone and today are less relevant in
understanding what was created.

Figure 3.35: Tithe Plan 1841, Detail.

Figure 3.36 Newport Pagnell Railway Shown 1862.
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It is therefore a little surprising that the survey of the route
for the Newport Pagnell Railway of November 1862,
Figure 3.36, still shows an earlier pond and possible
cascade feature in this location. This pond is not depicted
in the earlier estate map but this is most likely to be
because as far as the tithe surveyors were concerned, the
area had now scrubbed up as woodland and recorded
as plantation rather than being woodland. However, for
the railway survey the location of the pond and streamline
was an important feature to record for the alignment of the
railway construction.
Today, there is a pond to the north of the canal similar
in shape to that depicted on the 1881 OS Map. Our
investigations during the Development Phase have
confirmed that this pond and associated cascade were
constructed or heavily remodelled in association with the
railway building works. When the railway was constructed,
it was necessary to recreate a pond in this location and
reconstruct a significant and carefully engineered cascade
feature, which would only really be visible from the railway.
The only justification for this appears to be that it was
compensation to replace the earlier pond recorded in the
survey.
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This helps confirm the extent of the original pleasure
garden, as the retention of an earlier garden modified to
accommodate the canal and railway.
The Wilderness shown on the 1881 OS map, Figure 3.22
(page 54), was designed on the level but affording views
out across the valley, as the Doric Seat confirms, facing
towards Little Linford Manor. It is likely when the canal was
constructed that views out remained from the edge of the
Wilderness as early aerial photographs have confirmed
that the valley side remained open and in agricultural
used until after the Second World War. Today, Blackhorse
Wood has established between Wolverton Road and the
canal contains the park and restricts views to the north
significantly changing the relationship of the estate with
the valley that has always been so much part of its history.
The creation and control of views (Figure 3.37) was a key
element of landscape design of the period and would
have been key features of both the earlier landscape
associated with the Pritchard house and the later Uthwatt
remodeling of the Manor and Grounds.

The Ha-Ha was used to divide the garden (with its ornate
and expensive plants and trees) from the grounds with
the wider parkland with its grazing animals, allowing
views out across the parkland. As part of the designed
landscape, walks would have led up to the Ha-Ha, where
the open views would have been enjoyed. We can imagine
extensive views out to the east and north over fields of
pasture with perhaps more extensive views over the
valleys beyond. These views are now lost or obscured
however, with modern intermediate planting, re-shaping of
the landform by the Grand Union Canal, modern housing
and recent woodland establishment.
The most significant views have been assessed and are
described below. These are still important elements in the
character of the Park today.

The key views are:
1.

Between the Manor and Pavilions and through the
stable courtyard in both directions;

2.

Between the High Street and Avenue towards the
Ponds in both directions;

3.

Down the slope along the line of the ponds and
(what would have been) out over the Ouse Valley;

4.

From (what was) the Doric Seat in the Wilderness,
the view out over the Ouse Valley;

5.

From the Wilderness, the view from the Ha-Ha out
over the parkland;

6.

Short distance views within the Wilderness and
around the ponds;

7.

From the terrace at the edge of the Wilderness
over the Water Gardens;
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Figure 3.37 Key Views shown on study area plan
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3.

Character of Planting

Our impression today of what comprises an 18th Century
designed landscape is perhaps most influenced by Brown
with his carefully located tree groups and bare sweeping
grass park around a large lake. This is understandable
as his designs are some of the grandest and most iconic
landscapes that create a lasting impression, but it is also
because he used native trees of oak and beech that are
some of the most long-lived species and so have survived
for 250 plus years. It is easier to appreciate because in its
scale and planting much survives or has been conserved.
But more intimate ornamental tree and shrub planting
associated with the period was naturally more ephemeral,
so unless consciously replanted to the original designs, is
lost.
We have no records of how the Manor Grounds were
planted. We can however reach a reasoned impression
from:
•
•
•
•

Early Ordnance Survey maps, which show the extent
of trees planting and whether conifers or deciduous;
The commissioned tree survey;
Local knowledge of trees that have been lost; and
Planting information from other Woods designs and
designed landscapes of the period.

The 1881 Ordnance Survey, Figure 3.38, gives a good
general indication of the character of the woodland
planting at this time. It is most useful in indicating the
overall extent of tree planting and the balance between
deciduous and conifer trees. The Wilderness is shown to
have a strong mix of deciduous and conifer trees with a
dense shrub understory. This is very typical of wilderness
planting carried out by Woods with a structure of native
broadleaved trees and conifers strongly under-planted
with evergreen and flowering shrubs.
By 1881, the trees planted a hundred years earlier
would have been mature with the conifers at their most
magnificent. But a hundred years later these trees would
have fallen or died. So the survey may well have captured
the essence of the original planted character of the
Wilderness at its prime.
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Figure 3.38 The 1881 First Edition OS Map with landscape zones.
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In contrast to the dense planting within the Wilderness,
the 1881 OS map shows the first two ponds with largely
unplanted open banks. This strongly suggests that
the ponds would not have been so surrounded and
overshadowed by trees as they are today. The 1881 OS
map also suggests fewer trees between the front of the
Manor and the first pond. This supports the view that the
original design would have aimed to have the first pond
and the view down the small valley visible from the front of
the house and the end of the High Street.
This would be consistent with other Woods designed
landscapes where the banks of ponds are seen largely
as open. Our tree survey (Figure 3.39) shows no trees
older than the 1860s around the ponds. On the south west
corner there are a collection of Aspen Populus tremula.
These are of varying age and regenerate from suckers,
so it is possible that the collection of trees today are
descendants of an original Aspen planted in this location
as part of the designed landscape.

The third pond is shown between the canal and the
railway. The 1881OS map shows avenue trees set back
on either side of the pond leading down the valley. The
major embankments for the canal and railway line would
have obliterated the wider planting with just the section
immediately around the pond remaining.
The Tree Survey, Figure 3.39, confirms that the only trees
that date back to the later part of the 18th Century are
peripheral and not related to the ponds. The oldest tree
in the park is the magnificent small leaved lime close to
where the Ha-Ha meets the canal. Other large Sycamore
and Ash trees may be a couple of hundred years old.
There are other notable trees bounding the Park including
the Cedar tree in the Manor Garden and yew trees in the
church yard.
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Key
Less than 10
years old
10-20 years old
21-40 years old
41-60 years old
61-100 years old
101-150 years old
More than 150
years old

Figure 3.39 Tree Survey Plan (2017) overlaid on 1881 OS Map
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The majority of the trees within the Park are less than
60 years old. Most date from when the Milton Keynes
Development Corporation took over the estate in the early
1970’s.

Elm trees were once one of the most iconic features of
the English landscape. Tall and graceful, they were much
valued for their beauty. Elms for instance feature in many
of John Constable’s paintings (1776-1837). They were
also planted within many designed landscapes and often
favoured for avenues dating back to the 17th Century.

Another important source of guidance on the planting
within the Park can be garnered from examples of Woods
gardens and designs elsewhere where original records do
exist.
In the wilderness areas Woods is known to have used
plants with a strong visual and aromatic character such
as extensive use of jasmine and honeysuckle as flowering
climbers. Spring bulbs would have been used and
flowering shrubs such as Lilac Syringa and Mock Orange
Philadelphus. Specimen trees were planted for special
effect, including the recently introduced exotic trees
from North America such as the Tulip tree Liriodendron
tulipifera, introduced to England in 1688. Exotics were
highly prized and valuable as each seed or sapling had to
be imported from North America via a sea journey taking
several months. It was only some 20 years later when the
trees had been established in England and producing
seed that the price dropped. We know that Woods
ordered two tulip trees for the gardens at Hartwell House
near Aylesbury some 26 miles away in 1759.

It is likely that some of the Elm trees lost in the 1970s
dated back to the Woodsian landscape of 200 years
previously. Richard Woods is known to have planted
Elm trees at Cusworth Park, South Yorkshire. Recent
replanting elms in the area by The Parks Trust have
fortunately remained Dutch Elm disease free.
Figure 3.40 A flower on a young tulip tree growing in the Park.

We can also gain an impression of the pre-existing
landscape from local knowledge. We know that three overmature beech trees in the Wilderness were lost in the late
20th Century. As un-pollarded beech trees generally live
around 200 years, this would suggest that they were part
of the original planting design for the Wilderness.
We also know from photographic evidence that there were
very large mature elm trees around the Park that were lost
through Dutch Elm disease in the 1970’s. The disease
swept through Britain killing as many as 25 million trees
and decimating significant parts of the countryside.
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4.

Components of the Historic Designed 18th
Century Landscape

The 4 key components of the 18th Century Pleasure
garden, which can be still seen in the Park today are
shown on Figure 3.38. Understanding and identifying the
original design intentions of each area gives a foundation
to establish the future restoration managment proposals.
Beyond these areas, 2 additional areas Western Approach
and Blackhorse Wood it has not been possible to
establish whether the original pleasure garden extended
into these areas. The gardens behind the Manor retain 3
rising terraces terminating in the Ha-Ha. These terraces
were part of the earlier 17th century landscape associated
with Pritchard moving the Manor to this new location.
The key features of the designed 18th century pleasure
garden within the Park are described below.
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4.1. Manor Entrance
The Manor entrance area includes the main access from
the High Street, defined by the Manor House, and the
Pavilions, and the view to the first ponds. The area has
a strong sense of place and historic associations, and
the highest aesthetic value of all the landscape character
areas. The quality results from the relationship of the
buildings to each other and the simplicity and clarity of the
landscape.
Arriving at the front of the Manor, the main emphasis of
the view is the strong link between the Manor and the
Pavilions. It is likely that the Woods proposals established
a view of the first formal circular pond and glimpses of
the bridge between the first and second ponds. While
landscape improvers at that time generally strived to
create views of water from the house, in this case with the
water source being the spring at a lower level, the option
to create a large pond and ensure it could be seen from
the Manor approach was probably the key objective.
Analysis of earlier OS maps suggests the bend in the path
shown in Figure 3.39 was not the original alignment.

The 1881 Ordnance Survey map, Figure 3.39, shows that
originally the path between the Manor and the Pavilions
extended through the stables courtyard on the same axis
giving a much stronger emphasis to the view through
from the Manor. The Great Linford archaeological survey
“Excavations at Great Linford 1974-80” states “Beyond the
yard was a circular pond, and behind this a large conical
grass-covered mound which formed the focus of the
drive.” The mound has been lost.
The complexity of the paths in the northern part of the area
distracts from the simplicity of the scene and it seems
likely that the path immediately to the south of the round
pond leading through to the Almshouses and church has
been raised up at a later date disrupting the natural fall of
the ground towards the first pond, and makes the spring
area less visible.
The trees forming an avenue in front of the Manor were
replanted in the 1970’s. Many of the horse chestnuts
planted are diseased and in poor condition. The poor
condition of the horse chestnuts in the avenue is now a
detractor, particularly in late summer, when the leaves are
prematurely brown.

Figure 3.41 View down the main avenue to the west of the manor
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4.2. The Ponds / Water Gardens
The creation of water features was a significant part of
the Georgian designed landscape. While water was a
feature in earlier gardens, it was often structured within
the overall geometric framework of the garden. The 18th
Century garden uses water to add incident and interest
to the landscape with water features set into the landform
to look natural. This was achieved by often substantial
and complex engineering works to obtain the necessary
water supply, ensure the ponds didn’t leak and by creating
damns and weirs that were carefully designed to blend
into surrounding landscape, sometimes in Woods case,
by also creating a bridging point.

Figure 3.42 John Constable’s painting of Wivenhoe Park in 1816 showing Woods’ sinuous lakes, bridge disguising small dam and
boat house at the top.
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While Richard Woods worked in generally smaller scale
landscapes, he also designed in a naturalistic way. He
tended to use ribbons of water often in sinuous form, as
can be seen in his design for Wavendon House nearby.
Cascades were also a characteristic feature of his
designs. These were used at Cusworth and Cannon Hall
located for maximum impact in a view or incorporating
seating above the cascade to afford views along the
watercourse.

Figure 3.43 Restored cascade with bridge Cusworth Park.

Figure 3.44 Sinuous water feature Cusworth Park with Salix babilonica.
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The Water Gardens at Great Linford are fed by the spring
at the Hine Well and from water percolating through the
pond walls and underlying rock flowing into the ponds.

Originally the spring outlet would have been a feature but
this has been lost. Up until recently there was nothing
except a wet patch of ground to suggest the spring
remained. The hydrological investigations during the
Development Phase have revealed the spring still flowing
in the locations suggested from the 1641 estate maps
onwards. It is currently hidden under an inspection cover.

The highest of these ponds (into which the spring flows) is
a regular circle in shape, with a bridge and cascade in the
narrow gap between it and Pond Two.
It is likely that this highest pond was designed to be the
most accessible and formal with access to the water edge
and to be a mirror pond.

Figure 3.45 Bridge and Cascade between Round Pond and
Cascade Pond.

The hydrological investigations have also provided greater
understanding of the pond construction. The Round Pond
and Canal Pond are cut into the Blisworth Limestone
and fed by the spring and water percolating through the
Blisworth Limestone outcrop. This makes it a sensitive
water system which requires that the marginal walls have
no sealing mortar and the base is treated with caution.
The ponds hold water, but the failure of the outfalls to
both ponds has caused the water level to drop a few
centimeters.
The junction between the first and second pond is formed
by a dam and gentle cascade crossed by a small modern
timber bridge. This is a typical feature within a Woods
design and would have been a key feature of the original
gardens, but the current bridge and cascade designed
in the 1980’s could be improved to be aesthetically more
pleasing and enhance understanding.
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The original bridge and cascade have been lost and
replaced, probably during the 1970s with a brick cascade
and timber hand-rail which enable access but don’t reflect
the original design.
At the northern edge of the second pond is a path at the
base of the retaining wall to the canal. This area has a
very different character because of the abrupt termination
created by the high, brick canal embankment. There
are no signs on the 1881 OS map that a bridge was
provided across the canal to link the ponds and there
were paths shown down from the towpath to the third
pond suggesting that the intention was to retain access to
the garden and not to abandon it. The 1881 OS map also
has a boathouse identified close to the Ha-Ha, so maybe
access across the canal was by boat? Today, there is no
access across the canal connecting the gardens, and the
routes down from the towpath to the third pond have been
lost. This significantly limits access around the Park and
the understanding of the Water Gardens.

The pond to the north of the canal is very different, it is
lined with puddled clay and constructed above the natural
ground level but is holding water well. Dating suggests
the current pond and cascade was constructed in the
second half of the 19th century at the time of, or after
the Newport Pagnell branch railway line was constructed
(1865). This would mean that the pond and cascade
would have always been as inaccessible as they are now,
due to the steep embankments to the north to the railway,
and to the south to the canal. The easiest place to see the
cascade would have been from a train. Although a walk
down from the canal would give access to the area, by the
time you have got to any position to look at the cascade
you were right next to the steep railway embankment, with
steam trains passing above.
Figure 3.46 View across round pond to replacement bridge.
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It is possible for the more agile to access the northern
edge of the third pond by steps, which have been
constructed down from the railway walk. The pond
is overgrown with large trees overhanging the water,
making access around the pond very difficult. The area is
enclosed by the canal and railway embankments to the
north and south, which, with the unmanaged planting,
are evocative of a lost garden (which it is). The planting
appears to be primarily native species with little indication
of previous garden planting.

Water flows from the pond to the north through a
cascade of approximately 2m in height, Figure 3.48. It
is an attractive feature, but now in such poor condition it
may collapse at any time, which would be unfortunate.
It is likely that this cascade is in a similar position to an
earlier cascade but a Woodsian cascade would have
been constructed from stone and had a far more rustic
character. It may well have also had a seat on it to admire
views across the valley.

Although the Water Gardens have been significantly
altered by the construction of the canal and railway and
lost their visual connection to the wider landscape, they
remain important features of the Park meriting careful
management and restoration, to provide a much better
understanding of what the Water Gardens would have
been like in the 18th Century, and the measures taken to
retain them in the 19th Century. Enabling access to the
northern cascade pond and restoring the cascade would
add a significant new feature to the visitor’s experience
of the Park. Opening up visual links across the canal
would also help link the two halves of the park and aid
orientation.
Figure 3.47 Third pond with overgrowing vegetation

Figure 3.48 Cascade in summer with little water
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4.3.

Wilderness

The historic meaning of Wilderness differs from the
modern meaning. In the Georgian landscape a
Wilderness was a managed woodland and garden,
interlaced with surfaced paths accessible from the main
house. It would have had indigenous and exotic trees
and plants, and would have more suggested a natural
place than being one. The Wilderness with a strong
under planting of evergreen shrubs would have been
less open and appeared more as a series of ‘rooms’.
The term Wilderness reflects the screened and more
hidden nature of this part of the garden. At a time when
young ladies could not venture out un-chaperoned, the
pleasure garden, and particularly the secluded nature of
the Wilderness, offered opportunity for chance encounters
and trysts. In contemporaneous Jane Austen novels,
many of the most significant encounters occur within the
grounds of various houses, perhaps most memorably
in Pride and Prejudice when Mr Darcy emerging from a
refreshing plunge in a pool and startles Elizabeth Bennet
walking the grounds of Pemberley.
The extent of the Wilderness is clearly evident in the 1881
OS map as extending from the canal to the kitchen garden
wall.

The planting today is very different and the area adjacent
to the walled garden has lost its trees probably when the
Manor arts centre car park was constructed, which has
since been grassed back over, but not replanted (now part
of the Manor ownership). The woodland has a strong mix
of predominantly deciduous trees with scrubby understory,
mostly dating from the time of the MKDC.
As we have identifies, there was until the 1970’s, a Doric
Seat within the Wilderness, designed to afford a view
across the Ouse Valley with the Wilderness behind. At
Little Linford, Woods designed a similar feature, and
there may be some substance to the local myth that the
unhappy bride used to sit and look across the valley
pining for her former home at Great Linford.
The Seat was destroyed by fire but the foundations remain
and there is a measued drawing produced by MKDC,
Figure 3.49. Today, the location gives a view to the Grand
Union Canal and the occasional passing boats. More
extensive views beyond the railway might be enjoyed if the
woodland tree cover that has grown up could be thinned
and carefully managed to open the views back up.

Figure 3.49 Measured drawing of the Doric Seat by MKDC, 1970’s.
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4.4.

The Parkland

The Parkland would have been a grazed area with tree
groups divided from the pleasure garden by the Ha-Ha.
The Ha-Ha represents an important line dividing the
pleasure garden from the parkland. The Parkland was
pasture with grazing cattle or sheep and often carefully
selected informal tree groups. Today, this distinction is
unclear as there is no grazing and ornamental planting
has taken place which forms a small arboretum area and
the areas either side of the ha-ha are managed in the
same way. The arboretum planting includes a variety of
specimen trees selected to grow and define the outcrop
on the Cornbrash soils associated with the underlying
limestone, as distinct from the clay soils elsewhere in
Milton Keynes, and are therefore locally unusual.

Figure 3.50 Planting along the line of the Ha-Ha

The Ha-Ha was an important boundary to the garden,
which enabled views out over the surrounding countryside
whilst preventing animals straying into the garden. Today
the Ha-Ha is not easy to see, its profile remains most
distinct close to the veteran small leave lime adjacent to
the canal. For the rest of its length it is visible, but only
as a wide low channel. In the southern section, where
the access route crosses it, the profile has been almost
entirely lost. This may have been in association with the
road, car parking and mains sewer construction. Although
the northern section remains more in tact, there is
considerable tree growth within the profile.

The understanding of the different characters of the
Wilderness and Parkland would be significantly enhanced
by re-establish the Ha-Ha as the division between different
character areas. This would clearly be most easily
achieved by re-establishing the profile. However, the
existing tree growth within it means that this would involve
significant tree loss. It would be possible to strength the
understanding of the line through the landscape by having
distinctly different planting and management either side
of it and selective tree removal and crown lifting to allow
views out.
This could be supplemented by re-establishing the profile
where there are no trees and the main path crosses it.
Although we know the likely profile of the ha-ha from other
18th Century gardens and Woods landscapes, we do not
know if this Ha-Ha was stone faced. We therefore propose
carrying out a small hand-dug excavation of part of the
more intact section in the north with an archaeological
watching brief.

Figure 3.51 Showing the line of the Ha-Ha
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4.0 Significance
4.1
The significance of the Park is a measure of its
importance an appreciation of which affects the scope,
impact and direction of the restoration proposals.

Approach

Significance is a measure of the value of the Park using
a variety of criteria. Recent publications from English
Heritage and the National Heritage Lottery Fund set out
the current thinking on what is significant and how it is to
be described. These are broadly similar and both include
the following value categories:
•

Evidential - the site as a source of evidence or
knowledge;

•

Historic – the site as a link to the past, the people who
shaped it and a means of learning about it;

•

Aesthetic – the site as a source of sensory or
intellectual stimulation, designed or incidental; and

•

Communal – the site as an embodiment of social or
spiritual values.

To these we might add a fifth category of;
•

Natural history – including geological and ecological
value.

Within these value categories there will be different levels
of importance. This requires an assessment of which
aspects are of greatest importance and which are least
important. These can be expressed as a ranking of
significance including:
•

Descriptive – (Exceptional; High; Medium; Low; None;
Negative)

•

Geographical range (International; National; Regional;
Local)

•

Designation (World Heritage Site; Grade 1 or 11*;
Scheduled; SSSI; Conservation Area; Registered
Park; local designations)

These categories create a hierarchy but they cannot
always be directly compared, for instance despite a site
being of low historic interest it may be of great significance
to the local community.
We consider the significance according to these criteria
below.
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4.2

Evidential

•

St Andrew’s Church, which is surrounded by the Park,
is recorded as being a place of worship since the 12th
Century. Archaeological investigations in the 1970s
found Saxon pottery under the floor.

•

The Park area close to the village has also been
the focus for human settlement for many centuries.
Archaeological excavations for MKDC 1974-1980
established the extensive foundations of the first
Manor under the south pavilion. The eastern end of
the original Manor extended east into the Park.

•

A geophysical survey of the Park within the pleasure
garden was carried out during the Development
Phase. This did not show any definitive lines indicating
an earlier garden layout. It does however suggest
areas that might be investigated further and this will
be undertaken as a community archaeology project.

•

The northern part of the Park was subjected to
significant engineering works to construct the route
for the canal and railway. It is therefore unlikely that
earlier archaeological evidence in this area remains.
However, the paddocks in the far north retain evidence
of ridge and furrow, so were not disturbed.

•

The association of the Park with Richard Woods is
potentially important. Implemented and surviving
gardens attributable to Richard Woods are not rare, as
some 45 gardens are known nationally, although there
are likely to be many more which are not yet identified.
Woods standing as a designer has increased in
recent years as more has become known of his
works, and a greater understanding has emerged of
his particular approach. He is an important figure in
18th Century landscape gardening at a time when the
art form and profession was forming and contributes
to the foundations for landscape architecture, as we
understand it today.
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4.3

Historic Significance

•

The majority of the park is within the Great Linford
Village Conservation Area designated in 1975. This
provides protection and is considered to be of
national significance.

•

The Park is not a Registered Historic Park and
Garden.

•

•

4.4
•

The Manor and its relationship to the two pavilion
buildings is interesting and an unusual arrangement
which is considered to be of national significance.

•

A Fundamental Benchmark is located within the park.

•

The surviving features of the later 18th Century
Pleasure Grounds, probably by Richard Woods,
including the ponds, Wilderness, Ha-Ha and lost Doric
Seat are of local and perhaps regional significance
as survivals, but their incompleteness and significant
alterations reduce their significance.

The archaeological investigation of 1974-1980
established the location of the first Manor and enables
the history of the Manors to be pieced together to
understand the evolution of the site over nearly 400
years or so.
5 Listed Buildings with boundaries to the Park are
Grade II* and therefore of special interest and within
the top 8% historic buildings nationally. The setting of
the buildings is therefore considered to be of national
significance.

•

The Rector of St Andrews from 1590-1634 was the
early medieval practitioner Richard Napier.

•

The Manor and park is notable in being the country
residence of William Pricthard, who was a member of
several parliaments and Mayor of London.

•

The relationship of the Park to the historic village
is important and considered, by virtue of its
Conservation Area status, of national significance.

•

The Grand Union Canal and Railway are significant
features of historic industrial value. The Canal is
of national significance and the railway of local
significance.

•

The age and possible relationship of certain trees to
the designed 18th Century Pleasure Garden makes
them of local significance.

Aesthetic Significance

•

Great Linford Manor Park derives its aesthetic value
from both the conscious design of the buildings and
landscape and the way in which they have evolved
and been used over time. A key part of the aesthetic
quality of the Park relates to the relationship between
the Park and the rest of the village, particularly to High
Street and the church and how the area has evolved.
The quality of the space and inter-relationships was
recognised in the 1970s with the protection of the area
within the Conservation Area.

•

Conscious design is most evident at the front of the
manor with the relationship between the Manor and
the two pavilions. The symmetry of the buildings and
strong axial layout are of high visual quality.

•

The later 18th Century landscape of Woods is
significant. However, the aesthetic quality and
completeness is radically diminished by the canal
and railway, and loss of trees and planting. What
remains is a bare comparison with the original
plan, and the loss of views to wider parkland and
separation of grounds from the wider context
reduces the significance. The northern area has
become overgrown and naturalized so the designed
landscape is barely recognizable. These relics have
a quality and charm but are of only local or regional
significance.
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4.5
•

•

Canal and railway corridors passing through a
designed park whilst disrupting the integrity of the
designed landscape provide additional visual interest,
colour and activity.
Larger and older trees also have an aesthetic quality,
which is high in local terms creating an attractive view
and silhouette. Other modern trees are also of some
quality, including the Tulip tree, but again are of local
significance.

Communal

Access, Leisure and Recreation
•

The Great Linford Manor Park has a local value for
recreation as an open space close to where people
live, and as routes through to other strategic open
spaces from the canal.

•

The canal itself can be considered to be a leisure and
recreation route of national significance.

•

The railway walk immediately to the north is a
recreational route of significant local value as a trafficfree walking and cycling route.

•

The park is promoted on The Parks Trust Website,
which also provides information about the heritage
of the park. It is however, not widely promoted as
a recreation destination within Milton Keynes. It’s
recreational and leisure role appears to be currently
primarily of local significance to people living within
the immediate vicinity.

Figure 4.1 Grand Union Canal next to Park.
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Tourism

Educational Resource

Activities

•

The Park has the Grand Union Canal, a national tourist
route, cutting right through its centre. The Park is not
however, promoted to canal users, although moorings
to the north provide good access to the Park.

•

The Park and particularly the western approach area,
is used by The Parks Trust for schools educational
visits primarily associated with the natural heritage.

•

Blackhorse Wood is used for woodland management
activities, by children with learning difficulties, wellness
groups and scout groups.

•
The Park is not promoted as a tourist destination for
visitors to Milton Keynes but if interpreted has the
potential to be a surprising and unexpected discovery
in a city better known for its modern architecture and
layout than its inherited buildings and landscapes.

The Park is used for outside art projects organised by
MK Arts Centre and The Parks Trust.

•

•

The quarry is being brought into management by
volunteers to protect and reveal the geological site
and enhance it’s biodiversity.

•

Blackhorse Wood is used as a forest school.
•

•

The significant heritage associated with the Park, free
access and traffic-free environment mean the Park
has great potential to be established as a destination
within Milton Keynes for school children to learn about
their local history.

The Parks Trust in association with St Andrews Church
is working to establish Dementia Adventure walks for
people living with Dementia and their carers.

•

The Park is used for a variety of guided walks both
focused on the Park and as part of longer walking
routes.

•

Great Linford pre-school use the Park for their sports
day.

•

•

The Park is on the Heritage Cycle Route around Milton
Keynes and with more interpretation there is potential
to establish the Park as a tourist destination of local
significance to visitors to Milton Keynes.
Great Linford Manor Park is of very limited local
tourism significance at present, but as there is
potential to establish the Park as a tourist attraction
of local significance for visitors to Milton Keynes,
which might be particularly used as a place where
Milton Keynes residents can take visiting friends and
relatives.
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Events

Others

•

Milton Keynes food festival has been run in the Park
for the last two years, bringing several thousand
people to the Park and many first time visitors.

•

The Park is popular with people who come to
photograph the buildings, landscape and wildlife.

•
•

The Parks Trust holds an annual ‘Shakespeare in the
Park’ event with a stage set up in front of the Manor.

There are a small number of commemorative benches
and trees.

•
•

The Park is a destination for Milton Keynes Heritage
Open Day.

There is evidence that a small number of people
are using the grounds for small-scale personal ritual
activities including leaving flowers and memorial
tributes on trees.

•

The parkland area is used for occasional events with
marquees.

•

Other community values (attributed to the site by
informal consultation) is that the Hine Well water is
valued for the healing powers and that the manor
grounds are on a ley line.

Figure 4.2 MK Food Festival.
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4.6

Natural History

Ecological Significance
•

The Great Linford Manor Park is not subject to any
nature conservation designations.

•

The Park includes a range of habitats including
woodland, ponds, the canal and grassland. These
gain significance by the fact they are well connected
to the wider landscape, establishing strong wildlife
corridors.

•

•

The Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey assessed the
Park to have habitats a species groups of District /
County value. Appendix 04.
The veteran small leaved Lime tree is one of the oldest
and finest trees in Milton Keynes.

•

Trees in the Park are a significant natural resource.
There is a wide range of species including
ornamentals and British natives.

•

Trees within the Conservation Area are protected.

•

The Park also support various invertebrates, bats and
woodland birds.

•

The 2005 common bird census of the area identified
two National Biodiversity Action Plan Priority Species –
Bullfinch and Song Thrush.

•

Protected species of national importance known to
be present in the area include great crested newt,

Figure 4.3 Veteran small-leaved lime near the ha-ha.
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grass snakes and a variety of bats including Common
Pipistrelle, Daubenton’s bat, Brown Long-eared bat
and Noctule bat- the largest UK bat species.
Geological Significance
•

The Local Geological Site (LGS) (previously Regionally
Important Geological Site RIGS) around the Oolitic
limestone outcrop at the quarry and the quarry face
and stone circle, is one of eight LGS in Milton Keynes
district. The site has direct footpath access to the
Park and is accessible even to those with more limited
mobility. The presence of fossils in the limestone is an
attraction to children. The Park is therefore considered
to include a site of local geological significance
with good access and potential to enhance the
understanding of the area.

Figure 4.4 Stone circle and Local Geological Site.
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4.7

Summary of Significance

The key aspects of the Park that are of most significance
are:
•

•

•

•

Its traceable history through records, investigations
and archaeology, which show the pattern of
occupation of the estate and village over the last 500
years;
The Conservation Area and listed building
designations which give the Park and the adjacent
village national protection, and the Park by virtue
of being part of the Conservation Area and forming
the setting to the listed buildings is also of national
significance;
The relationship of the front of the Manor to the two
twin pavilions built in the early part of the 18th Century
is also significant in being unusual, and also of an
especially high aesthetic quality;
The remnant park attributable to Richard Woods
including the ponds, Wilderness, ha-ha and lost Doric
Seat are of significance although they are damaged
and much affected by changes;

•

The grounds as a public Park are significant and
highly valued by local people. They are used
informally and are unusual in a Milton Keynes context,
in being historic and readily accessible;

•

The Park is used for events including the annual Food
Festival, Shakespeare in the Park, for guided walks
and community engagement activities;

•

The Grand Union Canal, which is a nationally
important waterway and leisure route, passes through
the Park;

•

The Park has ecological significance as a location for
nationally protected species;

•

The Park includes part of a Local Geological Site; and

•

The Park contains one of about 190 national
Fundamental Benchmarks.

Figure 4.5 is a summary of the different levels of
significance accross the Park. With the two areas of
higher significance are within the conservation area
provide the setting for Grade II* listed buildings, and
contain the remnants of an 18th Century Pleasure Garden.
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Key
Highest Significance
High Significance
Moderate/High Significance
Grade II Listed Buildings
Grade II* Listed Buildings

Figure 4.5: Summary of Significance
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5.0 Key Issues and Opportunities
5.1 Poor Definition of Entrances to the Park
In this section we consider the issues affecting the Park
and people’s enjoyment of it today. We also look at the
opportunities to reveal it as a welcoming and engaging
heritage destination.

Great Linford Manor Park can be accessed from a
number of different locations (Figure 5.1). It is only from
the entrance off High Street and through the stable yard
that there is any sense of arrival at a special landscape
because of the sight of the Manor and the Pavilions, but
the lack of signage and understanding about what is
public space creates confusion. None of the entrances
to the Park have any information about where you can
go, so there is no understanding of the place or sense of
welcome.
There are issues associated with each access:

Figure 5.1 Combined vehicle and pedestrian access from Marsh Drive.

1. Marsh Drive
The access road to the car park from Marsh Drive is
shared with the Memorial Hall and mixes pedestrian and
vehicle traffic. The access is unpleasant and where the
car park turns out onto the combined use access road,
potentially dangerous.
This is also the main vehicular access route to the Manor
and lodge, which follows a wide road. The road is in
poor condition and its shared use creates ambiguity
over priorities between traffic accessing the Manor and
pedestrians and cyclists. This is compounded by the
(inappropriately designed) two stone gateposts and
fencing that seem to signify that this is a private area.
However, the gates are broken and open and have been
for some time, so are redundant.
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2. Parklands

3. High Street Access

From the west the access from the stables/ MK Art Centre
is again a shared access route along Parklands - a
residential road. This route is well surfaced and has no
traffic calming, which means that traffic often travels too
fast for pedestrian safety or comfort.

The route from the High Street is the historic access to the
Manor and church and is signified by the Listed Victorian
Gates. Again, this is a shared pedestrian and vehicular
route, although access to vehicles is strictly limited by The
Parks Trust. The church is now generally accessed from
Parklands and the Manor from Marsh Drive.

Opportunity:

Figure 5.2 Food Festival overflow parking

Figure 5.3 Access from High Street.

Figure 5.4 Lack of definition between private and public space in front of
the Manor.

As part of the restoration proposals to
make the entrances to the Park more
attractive and welcoming and to develop
design and signage solutions to resolve
conflicts associated with shared surface
routes.
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5.2

Routes do not necessarily reflect where people wish to go

Pedestrian routes do not reflect existing desire lines
through the Park and do not enable people to access
some of the most interesting features. The lack of paths
and the inaccessibility of some routes prevents the less
mobile from enjoying many aspects of the Park.
Specific issues are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is no route along the southern edge of the
canal;
There are no routes through the Wilderness;
There are no routes to help explore and enjoy the
water gardens;
There are no routes to explore the quarry or wildflower
meadow;
Pedestrian routes lead up to the Manor entrance,
without explanation as to whether the Manor is public
or private;
There is very limited access to explore the Blackhorse
Woods;
Routes are not signed.

Figure 5.5 The only surfaced route to the east does not explore the
historic designed landscape or other features of interest.

Opportunity:

To comprehensively review the path
provision throughout the Park with the
aim of improving the network of routes
to enhance enjoyment and interpretation
and to ensure that where possible access
for all is achieved.

Figure 5.6 The original meandering serpentine paths through the
Wilderness have been lost.
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5.3

The Erosion of the Pleasure Garden Character

Great Linford Manor Park has a distinct and interesting
history but this is not clearly apparent to visitors. Whilst
the Manor House, Pavilions and Almshouses have been
preserved, the original designed landscape including
the planting design, the serpentine walks and carefully
controlled views were largely lost by the time Milton
Keynes Development Corporation took over the grounds
in 1974. Some built features have already been lost and
others are at a critical stage. While ruined remnants with
a certain charm remain, these will inevitably deteriorate
further and be permanently lost if there is no intervention.
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1. Water Garden
Opportunity:

The opportunity is to restore the 18th
Century Country Pleasure Garden
for public enjoyment today. While
documentary evidence unfortunately
does not survive, enough physically
remains to discern what might have
existed and with knowledge of other
contemporary gardens (especially by
Woods), an authentic representation
could be created which would make the
Park a more interesting and enjoyable
place to visit. The restoration could
offer a rich sensory experience with
aromatic ornamental planting providing
interest through the year, places to
sit, tarry and enjoy the quite scene,
accessible attractive meandering paths
and interesting views, with opportunities
for improved use of the area by the less
mobile.

Spring
The spring - ‘the Hine Well’ has been a feature of the
estate since it was first recorded and may have been an
important reason for the first settlement of the area. The
current Development Phase investigations have revealed
the spring hidden under a service cover.
Opportunity:

Figure 5.7 The Ponds are now much less visible than they would have been
originally.

To reveal the spring and restore its outfall
to the circular pond as a key feature of
the park and starting point in telling the
story of Great Linford and the Park.
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Round Pond

Small Cascade

Canal Pond

The round pond is fed by both the spring and ground
water, as such it is a sensitive and interesting hydrological
feature. The water level has dropped as the cascade
outfall has lowered. The pond is circular and has banks
formed of free stone walling. Early OS plans show this
pond without any trees close to its banks. Today, trees
are growing out of the walls and the edge of the pond
is surrounded by ruderal growth, making it difficult to
appreciate it is a circular designed feature.

The small cascade between the circular pond and canal
pond was rebuilt by the MKDC. It has a small timber
bridge over which has been replaced several times. The
cascade is not functioning as water runs around the
structure and its design does not reflect or help interpret
the original garden design. There are no paths leading to
this focal point of the Park.

This pond appears to have a combination of free-stone
walling and earth banks and like the circular pond is
fed by both the spring and ground water. Its northern
boundary is adjacent to the retaining wall supporting the
Grand Union Canal through the garden at the elevated
level. During the 18th Century the banks would have been
relatively clear of planting with selective carefully planted
trees and ornamental pond planting. Today, appreciation
of the pond is limited by planting and limited access.

Opportunity:

To restore the water quality and levels,
the built elements and planting to reestablish the round pond as an important
ornamental feature in the Park which
people can access the edge of, sit by,
and enjoy reflections in.

Opportunity:

To restore the small cascade so that
it functions properly and is of a more
appropriate construction to help
appreciate the original garden design, to
enable this attractive feature of the Park
to be accessible to everyone.

Figure 5.8 Cascade and bridge feature between ponds

Opportunity:

To restore the water quality and levels, the
built elements and planting to re-establish
the pond as an important ornamental
feature of the Park. To enhance access
to the banks and opportunities to walk, sit
and picnic.
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Cascade Pond
The current pond and cascade date from the last part of
the 18th Century around the time of the construction of
the and branch line railway and is well constructed of clay.
The cascade outfall on the northern edge is an interesting
feature, which required considerable skill in both design
and construction but is now at risk of collapse with water
running under it and its foundations have failed leading
to it tilting over on one side. Thick vegetation has grown
up right up to the pond banks and there is substantial
sediment and fallen trees are rooting into the pond floor.
The area is largely inaccessible to the public although
some steps have been created down from the railway
walk but these are steep. The pond and cascade have
a ‘lost garden’ charm, which intrigues those who do find
them, however, they will soon be completely lost without
significant intervention.

Other Features of the Water Gardens
Opportunity:

To restore the pond and cascade and
improve access to the area whilst at the
same time retaining the charm of the ‘lost
garden’ character. This would significantly
add to the understanding and interest of
the Park and extend the area of historic
interest north of the canal.

The original path layout has been lost and the current
network limits the potential of the area to provide access
and enjoyment. The wall down the western edge is lost
within ruderal growth and is missing its northern most
section. The eastern edge has steps through to the
Wilderness but no path to this access point.
Opportunity:

Figure 5.9 Hartwell House cattle grazing beyond the ha-ha

To review the paths and walls and restore
where appropriate to ensure there are
places to sit and enjoy views, as intended
in the original design.
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2. The Wilderness
The Wilderness was part of the 18th Century Pleasure
Garden and would have been a clearly defined area
designed to be walked through on serpentine meandering
paths and with seating. The enjoyment of views out would
have been very important to the character of the area; to
the east out over the ‘Ha-Ha’ to parklands with perhaps
grazing livestock, to the north out over the River Ouse
valley to Little Linford, and west over the water gardens.
Today, the Wilderness, appears just as an extension of
the wider parks system and the relics of original features,
which do remain will soon be lost without intervention.

The Ha-Ha
The line of the Ha-Ha, which marks the eastern boundary
has been lost as a clearly visible feature in the landscape.
It originally defined an important division between the
different character areas of the Wilderness and Parkland.
Opportunity:

Figure 5.10 Hartwell House ha-ha showing different management either
side.

To investigate opportunities to use
design interpretation and management
to re-establish the line of the ha-ha in the
landscape. The greatest opportunity for
any rebuilding would be in association
with improvements to the main access
route from Marsh Drive. Re-instating the
ha-ha as a feature to be crossed would
significantly enhance understanding of
the landscape. In other areas the need to
protect trees is likely to limit opportunities
to lifting tree canopies, and changes in
planting and management either side of
the Ha-Ha.
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Doric Seat

Planted Character

The foundations of the Doric Seat remain but that is the
only remaining evidence. We have an accurate measured
drawing and historic photographs, so we know what it
looked like, but there is currently no interpretation. The
view has been significantly changed by the construction
of the canal and railway. It was, however, the growth of
trees in the area between the canal and railway in the last
70 years which has enclosed the area and removed the
important visual link between the Doric Seat and the Ouse
Valley, and to Little Linford beyond.

The planting would have been a key aspect of the
character and quality of the Wilderness. The range of
species available to the Georgians and the way they used
those species where distinct and different from the way
we plant today. Almost all the Georgian planting has been
lost, excepting possibly a few trees.

Opportunity:

The veteran small leaved lime adjacent to the ha-ha
is thought to be over a 500 years old but has become
overcrowded by more recent planting and unmanaged
natural regeneration. The confusion of planting means
that the Wilderness is currently just seen as an extension
of the wider parks system and its heritage and role within
the gardens is not understood.
Opportunity:

To restore a feature in-situ and reestablish the seat and viewpoint
with innovative interpretation to help
understand the original objective and
the views. It could also be used in
association with events as a small
performance or storytelling space.

Figure 5.11 The Wilderness today

To re-establish a more authentic 18th
Century landscape character using
plant species available and employed at
the time. This would include a rich mix
of evergreens and aromatic flowering
shrubs and climbing plants. Species
which were used by Woods in other
similar gardens would be considered.
The planting strategy would be part of
enhancing the enjoyment of the park and
changing its character to one which is
attractive to visit, and enjoy the qualities
and character of the landscape.
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3. Manor Entrance

4. Parkland

The Manor Entrance has retained more of the character of
the historic landscape design than most of the rest of the
park. The quality of the place overall relies substantially
on the simplicity of the landscape elements providing the
setting for the surrounding listed buildings and features.
Our analysis of the early OS Plans suggests some path realignment and avenue tree planting has been undertaken.
The avenue is currently planted primarily with Horse
Chestnuts but these are suffering from disease and are
unlikely to be sustainable.

The open parkland character of this area has largely been
lost although the majority of the area remains as open
grassland with trees. Recent tree planting has created an
ornamental arboretum in this area.

Opportunity:

To review the detailed path alignment
and tree planting in association with
shared use access issues to establish
appropriate design solutions. To develop
a long-term strategy for the replacement
of the avenue trees.

Opportunities: To re-establish the Ha-Ha as a feature in
the landscape to help define the area.
Develop grass mowing practices which
help strengthen the visual differences
between the Wilderness and Parkland. To
review the arboretum planting to ensure
trees have space to develop fully and
provide interpretation and a walk through
the area.
Figure 5.12 Manor entrance.
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5.4

Poor and Incomplete Interpretation and Signage

There is no signage to Great Linford Manor Park and there
is no information at the entrance to the Park. There are 3
interpretation panels within the Park, but these date from
the 1980s and are old and worn. They provide information
about the people and buildings associated with the
Manor, but no information about the natural or designed
landscape or the historic features found in the Park.

Opportunities: To develop comprehensive interpretation
of the Park by:
•
•
•

The lack of interpretation has a direct bearing on how
people use and enjoy the Park. With little information there
is little recognition of what is significant or special, and
also importantly where public space ends and private
space begins. The lack of way-marking makes it difficult
for visitors, especially first time visitors, to understand the
Park and orientate themselves around it.

Figure 5.13 Information boards concentrate on history of the buildings
and people and do not interpret the landscape. There are no information
boards at the entrances.

Restoring the historic designed
landscape.
Providing interpretation Resources on
and off site.
Developing Activities, which interpret
the natural and historic heritage.

An integrated range of interpretation
boards, way-marking and leaflets with a
strong design can be used to enhance
the identity of the Park. High quality waymarking at entrances and then attractively
designed, map-based interpretation and
an orientation point would improve the
enjoyment of the Park and its heritage.
It would also help encourage people to
explore further. This could be supported
by other on-line downloadable innovative
interpretation to help tell the various
stories about the Park.
The long, rich and complex history of the
Park and its natural heritage offer great
potential to extend the current range of
activities to provide interpretation to a
greater diversity of audiences.
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5.5

Enjoyment, Understanding and Wellbeing

The Park is used for a range of activities and events. The
events are well attended and often bring people to the
Park who have not visited before. They are often surprised
to find such an historic gem within Milton Keynes and want
to know more about the Park. Pilot projects during the
Development Phase have confirmed that the rich mix of
heritage associated with the Park has a capacity for wider
community benefit.

Figure 5.14 MK Food Festival in the Park

Opportunity:

To develop the ‘Activity Plan’, to
encourage a greater diversity of people
to enjoy visiting and benefiting from
the Park. The plan would be based on
the greater understanding of the local
community and audiences who could
benefit from use of the Park, and to
create activities targeted to encourage
these audiences to use the Park, with
initiatives to break down any barriers to
use.

1. Community Engagement
The Development Phase consultation has generated
much interest from local people. A Friend’s Group has
been established to enable people to be more engaged
with the Park. This will include volunteer activities, training
and opportunities to be involved in Park events and
continued research.
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2. Training and Volunteering

3. Outreach

4. Play

Managing new and restored features and activities within
the Park will require some specialist skills. The restored
Park with more activities will provide new opportunities for
community engagement, volunteering and training.

The HLF Development Phase has seen outreach project
activities piloted in the Park. This enabled The Parks Trust
to assess which local audiences might most benefit from
engaging with the Park and to promote and support this
engagement. Activities included those for people living
with dementia (with prior training for staff and volunteers)
and for children with severe learning difficulties. In both
cases, the activities were a great success and very
well received by both the participants and their carers.
Researches from the Open University wish to monitor the
long-term benefits of this type of activity for people living
with dementia.

There are no play areas within the Park, but the rich
landscape with varied landform and woodland areas
provides excellent opportunities for more informal and
natural play, for instance the stone circle by the quarry is
enjoyed by young children for scrabbling on and jumping
between the stones.

Opportunity:

To achieve this by setting up training and
volunteering projects.

Opportunity:

Figure 5.15 Dementia Adventure pilot in the Park.

To carefully build on the success of these
early pilot activities and the knowledge
gained to provide wider community
benefit.

Opportunity:

To enhance the opportunities for natural
play through the provision of engaging
features that use natural materials and
encourage exploration and enjoyment of
the site and its heritage.
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5. Education

6. Research, Recording and Archiving

7. Toilet Facilities

Pilot education activities during the Development Phase
has confirmed that the rich diversity of habitats, the
geological site and the interesting story of the history
of the area, has great potential for extended use. There
are 3 local schools, within walking distance of the Park.
Other schools are dropped off by coach at the Parklands
entrance and the coach then leaves the site. There have
been issues with coaches not being able to turn when
cars are parked on the roundabout.

Currently records about the Park are held in several
different places and information about where information
is held is not readily available from one place.

There are currently no toilet facilities within the Park and
this limits their attractiveness and potential for longer
visits.

Opportunity:

Opportunity:

Opportunity:

To enhance coach parking facilities,
provide shelter and education resources
to enable the Park to be established as
a destination for outdoor learning for
activities led by both The Park’s Trust staff
and self-led groups.

To establish, encourage and support
further research and recording about the
Park and set up archiving, which enables
researchers and the general public to
easily access information about the Park.

To either provide toilet facilities within the
Park as part of the project, or work with
partners on neighbouring land to address
this need.
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5.6

The Natural Environment

The Park has a good diversity of habitats and benefits
from both the canal and connections to adjacent parks
providing good wildlife corridors between the Park and the
wider environment.
The Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey by the BSG Ecology
confirmed that there are no statutory designated sites
present within 2km of the Park boundary. The report
(August 2017) did assess the Park to have habitats
and species groups of District/County value. Including
the semi-natural broadleaved woodland to the north of
the canal, which contains the wet woodland and the
known recordings of white-letter hairstreak butterfly. The
full report, which includes ecological constraints and
opportunities associated with the proposals is attached as
Appendix 04.
The hydrological investigations by Hydreau Ltd. have
provided a greater understanding of the hydrology of
the Park, which will inform the proposals and future
management. Hydrological reports are attached as
Appendix 05.

The Parks Trust has carried out a Tree Survey, which
consisted of a visual inspection of individual specimen
trees and younger tree groups (the location of trees was
identified on the topographical survey). The trees have
been mapped, their data and condition recorded and
recommendations made. This information has been
used to inform the design proposals. As part of the
Development Phase The Parks Trust has also drawn up a
Management Plan for Blackhorse Wood. The trees survey
is attached as Appendix 06.

Opportunity:

To ensure that all proposals and
long-term management take fully
into consideration the impact of any
proposals on the natural environment
and ensure opportunities to include
habitat enhancement and community
engagement activities.

1. Priority Ecological Areas
To identify ecological areas such as the wet woodland
and woodland flora in Blackhorse Wood and the quarry
face flora and fauna, where habitat management and
enhancement is a priority objective, and to develop
specific projects and community activities to help manage
and enhance those habitats.
2. Water Management
To set up long-term management regimes to ensure that
the improved water quality and habitat enhancement of
restored ponds and water features is maintained in the
long-term.
3. Research, Surveys and Monitoring
To establish new monitoring including community
engagement activities, to build on existing knowledge of
the biodiversity of the Park and to understand better the
impact of new management regimes.
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4. RIGS Site
The quarry is a RIGS/local geological site, which
demonstrates the locally occurring outcrop of Oolitic
Limestone, with small visible fossils. Quite dense
vegetation has grown up on the quarry floor, so iIt
has a hidden character and is not widely accessed
by Park visitors. A pilot project, undertaken during the
Development Phase involving a local geologist and
volunteers has helped reveal the special and interesting
character of the quarry and enhance its biodiversity.
The project confirmed that it would be possible to open
the quarry up to wider access, which with interpretation
would significantly enhance the visitor experience. It
would also provide excellent opportunities for community
engagement and learning, and use for educational visits.

Figure 5.16 The revealed quarry face.
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5.7

Being Sustainable

The Parks Trust wishes to encourage people to access the
Park sustainably. The good footpath and cycle links to the
Park from the whole of the rest of Milton Keynes means
that many local residents already access the Park by foot
or bike, generally as part of a circular route.

Opportunity:

The car parks at Marsh Drive and Parklands are used
for general recreational access. The amount of parking
is generally sufficient except when recreational parking
coincides with activities at the Memorial Hall, or large
events at the church. When large events such as
‘Shakespeare in the Park’ and the Food Festival are held,
the use of overflow parking works successfully.
Figure 5.17 Bikes in the Park at MK Food Festival

To review the current parking provision
and understand better the parking
requirements to develop a sustainable
travel strategy for the park, which in the
first instance ensures that information
and facilities encourage people to
access the park by foot, bike or bus.
Design solutions will also be developed
to consider the potential to provide
additional parking, which does not have
a significant negative impact on the
character of the historic environment,
people’s enjoyment or the amenity of
nearby residents.
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1. Cycling

2. Horse Riding

3. Access by Canal

Many people cycle through the park and the safe
interconnecting Redway routes mean that the Park is often
used for family cycling activities. The MK Heritage Cycle
Route leads through the Park. Many cyclists do not stop
however, as the Park is not seen as a destination. There
are currently no cycle racks so people are not encouraged
to stop and explore on foot. This year a significant number
of people arrived at the MK Food Festival by bike.

The Manor and associated buildings were established
when horse riding and horse drawn vehicles were the
main form of transport. A bridleway route runs through
the Park and is greatly valued by horse riders. The waymarking is currently in poor condition and there is no
allocated facility for horse-box parking.

The canal is a very popular tourist route and many people
live on canal boats locally. A pilot project to offer a canal
boat trip and heritage walk during the Development Phase
proved very popular.

Opportunity:

To include bike racks at the main
entrances and to promote bike access
to the Park for general recreation and
activities.

Opportunity:

To enhance facilities for horse riders as
part of design proposals and to look at
activities to support horse riding.

Figure 5.18 The Park viewed from the canal

Opportunity:

To investigate opportunities for further
use of canal boat trips to enhance public
understanding of the heritage of the
area and for enjoyment. To investigate
opportunities to establish canal boat
access to the Park in the busier summer
months, as a sustainable form of
transport. To investigate opportunities
to establish new visitor moorings on the
canal and to promote the Park to canal
users.
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5.8

Reviving the Public Realm

The current features of public realm used in the Park
including the seating, lighting columns, bollards, signage,
paths and much of the planting, are a legacy of the
Development Corporation in the late 1970s.
These built features have lasted well but now look tired
and dated and in need of reviving. There have also been
ad-hoc alterations to facilitate changes in use, such as
the gates from Marsh Drive, but these have, if anything,
diminished the character of the Park. Throughout the
Park the elements of built public realm are of the same
materials and design as for the rest of the parks in Milton
Keynes. Whilst this does unite the park with the wider
parks of Milton Keynes, it does not help strengthen or
define the distinct and special character of the historic
landscape associated with Great Linford Manor Park.

Opportunity:

To develop a public realm strategy
specifically for the Park which helps
strengthen and define the character
of the Park and reflects the distinction
between the different character areas and
their uses.
To provide new facilities such as
bike racks and other inobtrusive street
furniture.

Figure 5.19 There are no bike racks in the park
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1. Provision and Distribution of Benches and Picnic
Tables
There are very few places to sit and those that are
provided aren’t in the best locations. There are no
benches in the Wilderness area and no benches within
Blackhorse Wood beyond the railway line cycle route.
Opportunity:

To carefully consider the location of new
benches and picnic tables throughout
the Park to fulfil 3 different roles. To
encourage people to stop and sit to enjoy
the Park at all times of the year. To be of
a design carefully selected to reflect the
character zone objectives to strengthen
the identity of different areas across
the Park, and to aid interpretation and
understanding of the historic landscape.

2. Boundary Features
Some of the walls and other boundary features are in poor
condition. In several locations there is some uncertainty
about ownership and responsibility for repair.
Opportunity:

To establish boundary responsibilities
and ensure future management of all
boundaries to the Park.
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5.9

Safety and Anti-Social Behaviour

The Park suffers from some small scale anti-social
behaviour that affects the public enjoyment of the Park
and discourages its use and enjoyment. Significant
parts of the Park at present have a hidden, wild quality by
default rather than by design. This hidden character can
make the Park feel unsafe and unattractive to some users.

Unauthorised Vehicles

Unsupervised Dogs

The permanently open gates from Marsh Drive with no
signage do not define where cars are permitted to go.
Most people use the car park, but some unauthorised
vehicles drive into the Parkland and Wilderness area
making it significantly less attractive.

The Park is very popular with dog walkers. Most dogs are
well behaved and cause no problem. However, during
the course of the Development Phase two incidents
demonstrated that dogs running free can have a serious
impact on people’s perception and enjoyment of the park.
In the first instance a dog, snatched picnic food, and in
the second two, large, wet dogs ran into a primary school
education activity and caused disruption and alarm.

Rough Sleepers

Opportunity:

The area to the north of the Doric Seat is regularly used
by rough sleepers. This area is currently quite hidden and
not visible from the only surfaced footpath.

Figure 5.20 Open gates to Marsh Drive enable vehicles to drive into park,
making the area less attractive for legitimate users.

To as part of the restoration proposals
change the way the Park is used and
perceived by users, primarily through
design interventions including limiting
vehicle access, making hidden areas
more visible, and encouraging greater
pedestrian access and use, to increase
natural surveillance. This could be
supported with other interventions such
as interpretation, signage and measures
to encourage owners to keep dogs under
closer control.
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5.10 Understanding the Risks
Throughout the development of the proposals we have
reviewed and revised the objectives to reduce potential
risks. We have been very aware that the free and open
access, which greatly benefits public access and
enjoyment, also means proposals need to be carefully
considered and robust. We have also reviewed and
where necessary made comprises to balance different
objectives, such as, for instance restoration of the historic
garden and biodiversity.

Whilst we wish to enable more people to visit, we are also
conscious that we need to ensure that it doesn’t have a
negative impact on the local community or the historic
and natural heritage. As part of the project we have
commissioned a traffic management study and developed
a parking management programme to understand any
issues associated with addition parking requirements.
This risk is also being addressed by promoting alternative
ways to access the Park.

The proposals are closely tied into the Management and
Maintenance Plan to ensure that where the restoration
will create new types of management requirement or a
higher intensity of management that this is programmed
in and budgeted for. We have also recognized that
maintenance of views and elements of the ornamental
planting design will require specific training to ensure staff
have a good understanding of the objectives set out in the
Conservation Plan, and their role in achieving them. We
are keen to enable volunteers and the Friends Group to
take part in the management of the Park and to support
this, but will ensure it is never depended on.

The pilot activities in the Park during the Development
Phase have demonstrated a great demand for a wide
range of new activities in the Park. The Activity Plan sets
out a programme of activities to support this and the
required resources including staff and volunteer time. This
is based on our understanding of existing and potential
new audiences. The actual audiences may however vary,
so the Plan will be regularly reviewed to ensure it responds
and adapts with the changing visitor profile and outreach
opportunities.

The Parks Trust are enthusiastic about the restoration
of a Park of very different character to other Parks in
Milton Keynes and the opportunities it will create for
visitors to engage with this rich landscape and heritage.
As an organization specializing in the management
and enjoyment of parks, they are recognized for their
responsible and responsive management style. They are
therefore in a good position to address these and other
unforeseen risks associated with the restoration proposals
to ensure the Park’s future.

Figure 5.21 Archaeologist recording Spring excavations.
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6.0 Vision and Themes
6.1
The Vision sets out the overall aspiration for Park and
the 6 Themes provide a direction to help shape the key
proposals.

The Vision

“A more enjoyed and better understood place”
Great Linford Manor Park is a significant asset to
Milton Keynes in being a small-scale, designed historic
landscape with free and open public access. They are the
lost gardens of Milton Keynes.
There is, in our view, a tremendous opportunity to build
on what remains and is known of the period to provide a
destination of the type and character that is not available
in elsewhere in Milton Keynes.
The remains can form the basis for a careful and wellconsidered restoration of the Park to better reflect the
original designed 18th Century character. We can draw
from what we know of other Woods designed gardens
and also the planting regimes used at the time. The
scope exists to experiment and undertake ‘live’ garden
archaeology in re-establishing the appropriate planting.
It can be a place to learn about landscape and gardens,
and an inspiration for existing and new artistic activities.

In this way the Park can become distinguished as
somewhere special in the Milton Keynes Park network.
The historic core of the Park would once again be a
Pleasure Garden rather than the loosely defined and rather
municipal ‘park’ character, which predominates today. The
restored and ‘re-created’ Park can be full of character, with
seasonal colour and aroma, with new exotic specimen
trees and shrubs, and evergreen trees to provide yearround interest.
The Park would once again be a destination in the city,
with its rich and interesting history interpreted, understood
and enjoyed.
To help develop the vision, we identify six key themes
to structure the individual sets of proposals for the
enhancement of the Park. These proposals are further
supported by initiatives set out in the Activity Plan to
encourage a wider range of audiences to visit and enjoy
activities within the Park. The Management Maintenance
Plan sets out how the Park will be managed to support the
objectives set out in the Conservation Plan.
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6.2 Six Guiding Themes

Theme 1:
Enhance the potential for people to

enjoy the Park.
The Park will be better enjoyed if it is more welcoming,
better defined and interpreted, more accessible and
where the use of the Park reflects its special character and
qualities.
Important in this is establishing the Park as a distinct
character area within the wider parkland system. The
Park is different because of its history but also because it
includes a designed landscape, which is more enjoyable
if it is revealed, enhanced and then understood and
respected.

The expanded range of activities in the Park will cater
for a wide range of different audiences. There will be
opportunities to become a Friend of the Park and be
involved in volunteering and training activities. The Park
will be a focus for Wellbeing and outreach activities and
be established as a venue for Dementia Adventure Walks.

We want more people from more diverse backgrounds to
visit, enjoy and benefit from the heritage and rich natural
environment of the Park, and to stay longer and enjoy the
restored historic park and gardens.

Figure 6.1 Dementia Adventure Pilot Activity 2017.
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Theme 2:
Establish Great Linford Manor Park as a

destination within Milton Keynes -valued

for its strong sense of place and distinctive
character and identity.

The Park has a rich and interesting historic and natural
heritage and the ability to provide an engaging heritage
experience. To everyone, it will be a destination to:

The improved understanding of the Park and its
establishment as a heritage destination will be achieved
by:

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

enjoy a restored historic designed 18th Century
landscape;
travel a time line of history over a 1,000 years;
learn about the rocks and spring that have helped
to make this place special to people over many
generations; and
as a place to find out more about the trees that are so
important to the character of Milton Keynes and the
Park.

•
•

the restoration of the designed landscape;
improving access to and around the Park;
providing resources on and off site to interpret the
heritage of the Park and Great Linford;
through activities specifically designed to introduce
different audiences to the Park and its heritage; and
developing a living archive project to record the
restoration and people’s involvement with it.

Through our Activity Plan we have developed an
understanding of our audience and their needs so
interpretation and activities will also be tailored to specific
audience needs to make this a destination for everyone.
This will enable people to understand and value its unique
heritage and their place within it.
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Theme 3:

Theme 4:

Reveal, Restore and Re-Create

Provide welcoming

the elements and sense of the 18th Century
Pleasure Garden

The aim is to create a garden in the historic core of the
Park which can be managed and enjoyed in the 21st
Century, but which gives a flavour and experience of the
character of an 18th Century pleasure garden. This is a
three stage process. Firstly, the remains of the designed
park should be revealed and protected. Secondly, where
appropriate, careful restoration can take place, such as
at the ponds, the Wilderness and ha-ha. And then, thirdly,
a greater sense of the 18th Century landscape can be recreated by judicious re-planting.
Recreating the planted character and restoring views
would be a key element of this. The planted character will
be distinctly from the rest of Milton Keynes parks and be
designed as a detailed landscape to be walked within and
enjoyed with incident, intimacy and visual delight, bringing
the character and sense of the 18th Century pleasure
garden to life.

access for

all to the Park
The Park will be more welcoming and attractive if it is more
accessible to everyone. The historic core of the Park,
which includes the manor entrance, the water gardens
and the Wilderness will be particularly designed to be
accessible to the less mobile. To make it attractive to older
people and families with young children, there would be
lots of places to sit, enjoy the restored pleasure garden
and perhaps have a picnic. It will be used for regular
Dementia Adventure supported walks.

New paths will provide access to hard to reach parts of
the Park and improved path surfaces and gradients will
enable buggy pushchairs and the less mobile to explore
features as diverse as the quarry and lost gardens.
The Park will be made more attractive particularly to first
time visitors by:
•

•
•
•
•

making the entrances more welcoming and provide
way-marking and orientation points to enable
the fragmented nature of the Park to be better
understood. We will also:
Clearly illustrate the extent of the Park and the division
between public and private land;
Clearly defining where vehicles can and cannot go.
Look at detailed design solutions to improve shared
use access routes; and
Promote sustainable access to the Park.
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Theme 5:
Improve interpretation

and

understanding of the Park
A comprehensive Interpretation Strategy will enable the
Park to be enjoyed by everyone. We will improve the
understanding and enjoyment of the Park by:

The interpretation would be designed to help strengthen
the distinct identity of the Park within the wider park
network and include:

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Restoring the landscape character of the 18th Century
pleasure garden.
Providing innovative interpretation on and off site.
Providing activities to help tell the stories associated
with the Park.

The interpretation on site will be clear and well positioned
to aid navigation. Detailed and informative illustrations
will depict the evolution of the Park over time and illustrate
how people were using the Park at different times.

•
•

Information boards;
Way-finding signage;
A central orientation point;
Seasonal signage – draw attention to seasonal
interest such as the flowering Tulip Tree;
Solar powered audio points with recorded oral history
recollections of the Park; and
5 way marked trails would be designed to interpret the
Park.

The trails include:
Easy Access Route - A short route for the less mobile
focusing on 18th Century pleasure garden
A Walk Through Time – A walk around the whole park
interpreting the features from the natural landscape
providing an understanding of man’s influence on the
natural landscape and how it has changed over time.

Family Trail for Young Children – Focusing on the south
side of the park and the natural play features designed
for young children to wonder at features of the natural
environment, such as spring water and the ancient veteran
lime.
Wildlife Trail – A route through the whole park providing
interpretation of natural habitats and the wildlife of the
park, with notes on features to look out for at different
times of the year.
Arboretum and Veteran Trees – A location in Milton
Keynes to understand more about different trees and their
history.
The interpretation panels will be attractive, well-designed
and consistent with the family of park furniture including
signage, seating, way-marking and lighting. It would be
supported by downloadable leaflets and an App for the
Park, particularly designed to encourage new visitors.
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Theme 6:
Develop a role as a place

for
education, the arts and play
We will develop proposals that aim to create a landscape
that is exciting and interesting to children to develop an
interest in the history of the buildings, landscape and the
natural world.
The quality of the interpretation can have a major bearing
on this. The Park should also be easily accessible and
welcoming to children and the less mobile. An educational
package and teacher’s notes will support school visits to
the Park, as will an interactive App. The family trail will be
designed to help interpret the Park to young children using
natural materials and will encourage engagement with the
natural environment.
We will work with MK Arts Centre and local artist to
encourage the use of the Park for a wide range of artistic
projects, and explore opportunities to enhance the Park
and particularly Blackhorse Wood with a community
designed art trail being explored and encouraged.

Figure 6.2 Play feature in a hollow tree.
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7.0 The Policies
7.1

Introduction to The Policies

The policies provide the framework within which the
specific proposals wll be developed. The policies in this
section are Park-wide, in that they relate to the whole
Park, in the next section we provide proposals by each
Landscape Zone. The masterplan for the Park illustrates
how the policies that relate to physical works will be
realised and is reproduced in Figure 7.1.

7.2

Park Wide Polices

7.2.1 Sustainability
Objective:

SUS

To conserve, enhance and manage Great
Linford Manor Park sustainably.

SUS 1:

Sustainability

SUS 1:

Sustainability is an overriding objective,
which is an underlying consideration in
all policies and decisions relating to the
park.

7.3.2 Conservation and Enhancement of the Historic
Environment
CON
Objective:

To conserve, enhance and where
appropriate, restore the historic
environment of Great Linford Manor Park
and ensure its future.

CON 1:

Conservation Practice

CON 1:

Conservation practice including
recording, repair, management and
promoting understanding, will be based
on the best current understanding of the
history, development and condition of the
park.

CON 2:

Archaeology

CON 2:

Known archaeological remains will
be conserved and protected and the
potential for archaeological evidence will
be considered in any future subsurface
work. To always provide information
about archaeological investigations
and to look for opportunities to engage
audiences.
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CON 3:

Historic Built Features

CON 6:

Planting

CON 9:

Listed Buildings

CON 3:

Conserve and where appropriate
restore significant historic features,
which contribute to the character and
understanding of the Park. Ensure their
appropriate setting.

CON 6:

New planting within the core of the Park
will be designed and maintained to
strengthen and enhance the 18th Century
pleasure garden character and create
attractive places to sit and enjoy.

CON 9:

The proposals and future management
will aim to enhance the setting of listed
buildings and built features on the Park’s
boundaries and on neighbouring land.

CON 4:

Management of Built Heritage Features

CON 7:

Veteran, Notable and Avenue Trees

CON 4:

Management proposals will include for
regular assessment, maintenance and
repair of all heritage fabric. Specialist
advice will be obtained as necessary.

CON 7:

CON 5:

Spring and Ponds

A long-term management strategy will be
agreed for veteran, notable and avenue
trees, which will balance the interests
of the historic environment, biodiversity
and public interest and enjoyment.
The strategy will allow for the phased
replanting of trees.

CON 5:

To establish an appropriate restoration
and future management strategy for the
spring and ponds. To restore the Hine
Well spring as a focal point of the Park
and a key element in telling the story of
the Great Linford.

CON 8:

Views

CON 8:

The landscape design proposals will
restore views associated with the
18th Century pleasure garden. The
Management and Maintenance Plan will
include policies to maintain these views in
the future.
Figure 7.1 South Pavilion.
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7.2.3 Conservation and Enhancement of the Natural
Environment
NE
Objective:

To conserve, maintain and enhance the
natural assets of the park, which include
the landform and geological outcrops,
complex and sensitive hydrology and
areas of rich biodiversity.

NE 1:

Habitat Management and Enhancement

NE 1:

To ensure that biodiversity is a key
consideration in all decisions about the
park and its management. To define
and maintain areas where habitat
enhancement and conservation is the
priority. To look for opportunities to
engage people with habitat management
and enhancement activities.

NE 2:

Monitoring

NE 2:

Ecological recording and monitoring
will be carried out to inform habitat and
species management in the park. Where
possible this will include community
engagement.

NE 3:

Geology

NE 5:

Water

NE 3:

To promote an understanding of
the importance of the geology and
associated hydrology and spring to the
history of the area. To establish and
maintain the quarry as a place to learn
about local geology and associated flora
and fauna.

NE 5:

Water management throughout the
park will seek to improve water quality
to enhance biodiversity and restore
the character of historic water features.
Water quality of ponds will be monitored,
and regular and long-term maintenance
requirements included in Management
plans.

NE 4:

Trees and Woodland

NE 4:

Trees and woodland are very important
to the biodiversity of the Park, the historic
interpretation and public enjoyment. The
Woodland Management Plan will identify
primary objectives for different areas to
inform management decisions in the
future.

Figure 7.2 Reflective round pond.
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7.2.4 Public Realm
Objective:

PR

PR 3:

Maintenance of Public Realm

PR 6:

Seating

To ensure that the vision for the Park and
distinct character of different areas is
reflected and strengthened by the details
of the landscape design. This will include
the choice and management of materials,
furniture, planting and signage.

PR 3:

Public realm will be maintained to a
high standard and make a positive
contribution to the Park.

PR 6:

PR 4:

Entrances

PR 4:

New entrances to the park will be created
which will be welcoming and reflect the
character and ambience of the Park.

To provide new seating, to enhance the
character of the Park and make it more
welcoming and accessible. The Public
Realm Strategy will specify seating
designed to strengthen the character
of the Park as a whole, and reflect the
objectives for individual character areas.
Special access needs will be considered
and provided for.

PR 5:

Paths

PR 7:

Sustainability and Engagement through
Heritage Design

PR 5:

An extended network of paths will
enhance access to the Park increasing
understanding of the history and natural
environment and encourage people to
explore further, stay longer, and visit
more often.

PR 7:

To produce a design for a simple
traditional wooden bench (as seen in
18th Century paintings), which can be
constructed from locally-sourced timber
and repaired and replaced by local
craftsmen and volunteers.

PR 8:

Boundary Features

PR 8:

To establish the responsibility for Park
boundary features and work with relevant
owners to ensure management of
boundaries.

PR 1:

Public Realm Strategy

PR 1:

To produce a Public Realm Strategy to
provide detailed guidance on materials,
street furniture, signage, lighting, special
needs provision and public art in line with
the character objectives for each area to
strengthen the Park’s distinctive character
and identity.

PR 2:

Sustainable Products and Materials

PR 2:

Products and materials chosen will aim
to minimise negative environmental
impacts and be practical and sustainable
to maintain. Options for using materials
sourced from The Parks Trust land will
always be considered.
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PR 9:

Lighting

7.2.5 Access and Enjoyment

PR 9:

To maintain the current lighting of primary
access routes within the park and restore
existing lighting columns and lanterns.
Promote the use of sustainable lighting
elements.

Objective:

PR 10:

Ornamental Planting, Pond Planting and
New Lawns

To encourage more people from more
diverse backgrounds to visit the park
to stay longer, have a more enjoyable
experience and be informed about
the historic and natural heritage. To
encourage and facilitate access by
means other than the car.

AE 1:

Public Access

PR 10:

The landscape design proposals will
establish new planting within the Park,
to reflect the objectives of individual
character areas. As well as changing
the style of planting in some areas,
it will also include types of planting
that are not maintained at present,
such as pond planting, climbers and
herbaceous plants. The Management
and Maintenance Plan will set out longterm management prescriptions for these
areas. This will include opportunities for
training, community engagement and
learning.

AE 1:

Free and open access to the Park will
be maintained, except where this would
present a risk of safety, cause damage to
fragile heritage or the wildlife resource or
where areas are temporarily excluded for
Park management reasons or events.

AE 2:

Access for All

AE 2:

“Access for All” will be an objective
throughout the park and provision made
accordingly. The historic designed
landscape will be restored to provide and
interesting and stimulating environment
for the less mobile and special needs
groups.

Figure 7.3 Lighting in the Park.

AE
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AE 3:

Defining the Boundaries

AE 5:

Travelling to the Park

AE 7:

Parking

AE 3:

Landscape design, signage and
interpretation will aid orientation, make
clear the divisions between public
and private space and help improve
the transition between the Park and
neighbouring publicly accessible land.

AE 5:

AE 7:

Parking requirements will be reviewed
and facilitated in association with
sustainable travel and safety objectives.
Events will have parking plans and
encourage sustainable travel to the event.

AE 8:

Toilet Facilities

AE 4:

Dogs

AE 8:

AE 4:

Dogs will be welcome throughout the
park. The southern part of the park will
have a “Please keep your dog under
close control and do not allow them to
enter the ponds” policy to help maintain
the quality of the restored water gardens
and enable ornamental planting and
pond planting to establish. It will also
make the area more accessible and
enjoyable for the very young, school
groups, the less mobile, and encourage
picnicking.

Access to the Park by means other than
the car will be encouraged. Promotional
material for general visits, events and
activities will include information on
bus routes and cycling and walking
routes to the Park. They will also include
information about the location of bus
stops and cycle stands and the time
to travel from key locations by these
methods. Opportunities will also be
investigated to create new canal visitor
moorings and to establish summer canal
boat trips to and from the Park. Design
proposals will look at opportunities to
provide horse-box parking facilities.

Toilet facilities will be provided within
the park or immediately next to the
park in partnership with neighbouring
landowners as neccessary.

AE 6:

Unauthorised Vehicle Access and
Shared Use Routes

AE 6:

Landscape design proposals will include
measures to prevent unauthorised
vehicles from driving into the Park and
address issues associated with shared
vehicle/pedestrian access routes.
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7.2.6 Interpretation

NT

Objectives:

To provide engaging interpretation of
the Park and its heritage. To design
interpretation resources to help give a
distinctive identity to the Park.

INT 1:

Audiences

INT 1:

The Interpretation Plan will develop
proposals to increase enjoyment and
understanding of all visitors to the Park
and ensure particular provision for the
target audiences identified. Interpretation
in different zones of the Park will focus
on different objectives. The Activity
Plan will include events and activities to
interpret and promote engagement in,
and understanding of, the Park and its
heritage.

NT 2:

On Site Interpretation

INT 2:

New signage at entrances will provide
a plan of the park for orientation and
interpretation of it’s heritage and facilities.
A plan or model at the centre of the Park
adjacent to the canal will help orientation
and encourage exploration to the north of
the canal.

INT 3:

Park Leaflet and Trails

INT 3:

Leaflets and a series of self-guided trails
will be easily downloadable from The
Parks Trust Website.

INT 4:

Digital

INT 4:

Where appropriate digital technology
and apps will be used to provide more
engaging and vivid interpretation and to
augment appreciation of the heritage.

INT 5:

Activities

INT 5:

The Activity Plan will set out innovative
ways to attract a wide range of audiences
to the Park and interpret the site’s
heritage to them.

INT 6:

Updating and Seasonal Highlights

INT 6:

Interpretation and the activity programme
will be regularly updated and seasonal
highlights promoted to encourage visits
to new areas of interest throughout the
year.

Figure 7.4 The Ha-Ha.
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7.2.7 Events, Activities and Visitor Experience

EAE

Objective:

The Park will be established as a focus
for heritage activities and experiences
within Milton Keynes. The aim being to
enable more people from a more diverse
range of backgrounds to enjoy and
benefit from the heritage and rich natural
environment of the Park.

EVE 1:

Events and Entertainment

EVE 1:

The Activity Plan will identify an enhanced
programme of events and entertainment
in the park, particularly during summer
months. These will focus on the special
heritage characteristics of the Park.

EVE 2:

Access for the Less Mobile

EVE 2:

The core area of the Park will be
restored to provide a safe and enjoyable
environment for the less mobile.
Accessible paths and short circular
routes will have frequent seating located
to facilitate enjoyment of the historic
environment, planting and views.
Outreach activities will be continued to
encourage audiences identified in the
Audience Development Plan to benefit
from this area.

EVE 3:

Wellbeing

EVE 3:

The Park will be a destination for activities
that promote the mental and physical
health benefits from being outdoors. To
facilitate this, Blackhorse Wood north
will continue to be developed as a focus
for community woodland management
activities.

EVE 4:

Art, Craft and Sculpture

EVE 4:

Art, craft and sculpture projects and
activities will help enhance understanding
and enjoyment of the Park and fulfil
learning objectives.

Figure 7.5 June flowering Tulip Tree.
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7.2.8. Play

PLY

PLY 3:

Design of Play Features

Objective:

To create new opportunities for play which
encourage enjoyment and exploration
of the natural environment and heritage.
This will focus on younger children’s play
in the southern part of the Park and close
to the Memorial Hall, educational play on
the western side close to the quarry and
opportunities for more adventurous older
children’s woodland play to the north of
the canal.

PLY 3:

Play features will conform to required
design health and safety standards.
Each play feature will have identified
management and maintenance
requirements. This may include letting
a play feature decay naturally and then
be replaced. All features will be subject
to assessment of design, have a postconstruction inspection and annual
monitoring inspections by an Association
of Play Industries-qualified inspector.

PLY 1:

Exploring the Natural Environment.
PLY 4:

Bespoke Play Features

PLY 1:

Play provision will focus on enjoying
and exploring the natural features of the
site including the landform, woodland,
geology and spring water.

PLY 4:

Where possible play features will be
commissioned in association with
local artists and craftspeople. There
will be bespoke pieces of art-work
which enhance the enjoyment and
understanding of the historic and natural
history.

PLY 2:

Play Materials

PLY 2:

Play provision will where possible, use
locally sourced materials such as the
local stone, wood, bark mulch, willow and
hazel coppice.

Figure 7.6 Shakespeare in The Park Summer 2016.
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7.2.9. Community Engagement
Objective:

CE

To encourage more people to engage
more directly with the opportunities
available at the Park and to address
any current barriers to engagement and
enjoyment with a range of events and
activities.

CE 1:

Friends Group

CE 1:

To increase community engagement,
understanding and enjoyment of the park
a “Friends Group’ will be encouraged and
facilitated to establish.
The Friends Group will provide local
people with the opportunity to engage
with the Park in a variety of different ways
including volunteering for practical task
and event activities, training associated
with park management activities, training
as walk leaders and helping run the
Group.
Regular talks will also be provided on the
heritage of the Park and implementation
of the Conservation Plan.

CE 2:

Volunteer Programme

CE 5:

Education

CE 2:

The Park’s Trust’s volunteer programme,
will provide opportunities for people of all
abilities and backgrounds to be involved.

CE 5:

CE 3:

Outreach Programme

CE 3:

The project’s outreach programme will
be developed further to seek to remove
barriers to access and support underrepresented groups that would benefit
from using the Park.

CE 4:

Volunteer Training

To build on the current use of the Park
for outdoor learning activities to establish
it as a destination for learning about the
natural and historic environment of Milton
Keynes. The scope of this work will be
set out in the Activity Plan. Activities led
by Parks Trust Outdoor Learning staff
will be provided and education and
training materials linked with the National
Curriculum and other learning objectives
will be developed and made available
to facilitate self-led groups to undertake
their own outdoor learning activities.

CE 4:

Volunteers will be provided with training to
carry out historic environment and natural
environment conservation work; support
events, guide walks and carry out survey
work and recording.
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7.2.10. Research, Understanding, Recording and
Archiving
RUA
Objective:

To ensure records about the Park are
updated, archived and readily accessible
to researchers and local people. To
promote the use of the Park and the work
being done for further research activities.

RUA 1:

Records and Reference Material

RUA 1:

A record of all reference material and
artefacts relating to the Park will be
established and made readily accessible.
Archaeological finds will be recorded to
appropriate national and local databases.

RUA 2:

Living Archive

RUA 2:

A living archive project will collect and
record for future generations people’s
memories of the Park, its people and
events.

RUA 3:

Website

7.2.11 Management and Decision Making

DM

RUA 3:

The Parks Trust’s website will provide
information and promote the heritage
of Great Linford Manor Park and how it
is being looked after. It will also identify
sources of further information.

Objective:

To reveal, revive and restore the rich
natural and historic heritage of Great
Linford Manor Park and set up practical,
effective management practices, which
enable continued conservation and
enhancement.

RUA 4:

Research
MDM 1:

Reviewing and Updating

RUA 4:

To promote research opportunities
relating to the historic and natural
environment of the Park and the
understanding of public health benefits
gained from community engagement and
outreach work in the Park.

MDM 1:

The Conservation Plan will be regularly
reviewed with corresponding updates
made to the Management and
Maintenance Plan. This will enable
the Conservation Plan to be updated
to reflect the knowledge gained from
implementing the Management and
Maintenance Plan and changes in use
and audience requirements.
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MDM 2:

Management and Maintenance Plan

MDM 5:

Day-to-Day Management

MDM 7:

Balancing Priorities

MDM 2:

The Management and Maintenance Plan
will set out how the Park will be looked
after once the project is complete. The
initial Plan will be for 10 years, but will be
reviewed annually. Consideration will be
given to any changes required to address
the impacts of climate change. The Plan
will be continued after the 10-year period.

MDM 5:

The management structure will clearly
identify who is responsible for fulfilling
the objectives of the Conservation Plan
and Management and Maintenance
Plan, working with the Friends Group and
ensuring continuing public consultation
and engagement.

MDM 7:

MDM: 6

Heritage Impact

MDM 3:

Green Flag Award
MDM: 6

MDM 3:

Once complete, the project will be
managed and maintained to secure and
retain the Green Flag Award.

MDM 4:

Conservation and Management Plan
Consultation

Where a proposed change to layout,
design, management or use of the Park
has a potential impact on the heritage
a Heritage Impact Assessment will be
carried out to understand the potential
impacts better and inform decision
making, and if necessary provide
strategies to mitigate the impact.

Great Linford Manor Park is a rich and
complex mix of heritage and natural
environment, which has great potential
for greater public engagement and
enjoyment. The sustainable future of the
park will require the careful balancing
of sometimes conflicting priorities. This
will be addressed by obtaining the best
current understanding of the issues,
carrying out consultation and making
informed and open decisions.

MDM 4:

The Conservation Plan and Management
and Maintenance Plan will be widely
consulted on with any substantive
changes to the Plans also being subject
to consultation with stakeholders and the
public.

MDM 6:

Tree and Plant Disease

MDM 6:

Tree and plant disease will be monitored
where significant impact is predicted
on the character of the Park. The
landscape design and public use will
be comprehensively reviewed to help
provide mitigation.
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7.3 Proposals By Landscape Zone
The proposals are described below to illustrate the key
proposals within each landscape character area
Figure 7.7 of the Park. This should be read in conjunction
with the Masterplan in Figure 7.8.

1.

Manor Entrance

This is the historic entrance to the Park through the listed,
white-painted, iron gates from the village High Street and
includes the setting for 3 Grade II* listed buildings, the
Manor House (private residence) and Pavilion buildings
opposite (part of the MK Arts Centre). Events in the area
include Shakespeare in the Park and MK Food Festival.
The objectives here include, to:
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance the public entrance from High Street to make
it more welcoming;
Provide clear information about the Park layout,
facilities, interpretation and access beyond the Park;
Make clear the difference between parkland/public
space and private property;
Make minor changes to access routes to enhance
shared pedestrian/vehicular routes; and
Develop a replanting strategy for the avenue.

A place to:
•
•
•

Enjoy buildings and setting of national significance
Visit MK Food FEstival
Experience a summer evening of “Shakespeare in the
Park”
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1 Manor Entrance
2 Ponds/Water Gardens
3 Wilderness
4 Parkland
5 Western Approach
6 Blackhorse Wood

6
2
6
3

2

5
1

Figure 7.7 Key Diagram
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2

Water Gardens

The Water Gardens were an important part of the pleasure
garden in the 18th Century with a series of ponds and
cascades down the valley side. It was cut across by the
construction of the Grand Union Canal in the 1800. The
Hine Spring, which feeds the Water Gardens, is shown
as a feature on early estate maps. There is currently no
interpretation of the Water Garden or any explanation of
the canal and railway. The ponds are significantly silted
up, walls, banks and the weirs/cascades, and footbridge
are in a very poor state of repair or have inappropriate
modern additions and need to be restored/replaced.
The spring is no longer visible. The cascade forming the
outfall to the pond to the north of the canal is virtually
inaccessible.

The objectives here south of the canal include, to:
•

Develop proposals to restore the ponds and the flow
of water through them;

•

Restore the spring as a focal point of the Park and as
a feature for pleasure, education and understanding;

•

Restore a path network which reflects the character
of the original pleasure garden but is appropriate to
its current use and enables better access by the less
mobile;

•

Produce a detailed high quality stone setting around
the spring with sufficient stone paved area for groups
of school children to visit;

•

•

Establish an orientation point;

Establish design proposals to restore the wall to the
Round Pond and the Canal Pond; and

•

Establish an appropriate planting strategy which
re-establishes views to the water and open grassed
banks as a key feature of the landscape;

•

Restore the cascade, which is failing, and establish an
appropriate treatment for the bridge.

•

Integrate views of the canal and its embankment into
views with appropriate treatment of the embankment;
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The objectives to the north of the Canal include to:

A place to:

•

Replant to strengthen the “lost garden” character;

•

•

Restore the cascade;

•

Reveal and restore the pond;

•
•
•
•

•

Clear vegetation around the pond and provide an
access route around the pond;

•

Establish an access route between the canal and the
pond and improve access to railway walk; and

•

Restore or make a feature of the site of the Doric Seat
and draw up appropriate proposals.

Enjoy an easily accessible restored ornamental 18th
Century Pleasure Garden
Enable Dementia Adventure walks
Learn about horticulture and wall repairs
Look for Kingfishers
Find the Lost Garden
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3. The Wilderness
The Wilderness area has only one surfaced path, which
is used by both pedestrians and vehicles, and there is no
seating. Most visitors remain on the path and therefore
miss some of the best features of the Park.
The northern part of the Wilderness has a strong tree
cover, whilst the area to the south has far fewer trees now
than the 1881 OS survey suggests were part of the original
planted character. The tree management and planting
proposals should restore the Wilderness to its 18th
Century origins.
We would like to appraise options to make a feature of
the site of the Doric Seat, that once looked out over the
Ouse Valley towards the Richard Woods designed garden
at Little Linford Park. To restore it as a seat, viewpoint and
possibly an occasional performance space.

The objectives here include, to:
•

Restore the Wilderness to fulfil its original intention
as a pleasure garden and restore views to aid
understanding and enjoyment;

•

Restore the path network using information from
Richard Woods layouts for similar gardens, whilst at
the same time fulfilling current desire lines;

•

Protect the veteran lime tree and provide
interpretation;

•

Restore the original planted character of The
Wilderness creating richer more ornamental planting
than generally found in Milton Keynes parks;

•

Consider opportunities to add art, ornament and
sculpture to the garden to add distinction and interest;

•

Include seats/benches in attractive settings, designed
to help strengthen the identity of the place. These
should be both proprietary benches and simple timber
benches, which might be created in association with
MK Arts Centre; and

•

Restore or make a feature of the site of the Doric Seat
and provide innovative interpretation.

A place to:
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy an accessible 18th Century Pleasure Garden
See the glorious veteran lime
Enjoy a story telling at the Doric Seat
Learn horticultural skills and volunteer
Tarry a while, and have a picnic
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4.

Parkland

This area is beyond the Ha-Ha and was part of the original
wider parkland and would most likely have consisted of
tree groups with grazing animals. We wish to revive this
parkland character and the distinction between this area
and the Wilderness. The area also contains a recently
planted small arboretum. This area of the Park is used
for events as well as informal uses. The existing entrance
to the Park from the public road (Marsh Drive) has no
signage and poor visibility into a poorly laid out car park,
which is shared with the adjacent Memorial Hall (under
separate charity ownership). The Memorial Hall is wellused as a community facility with a well-established preschool. The pre-school wishes to make greater use of the
park for outdoor activities.

The objectives here include, to:

The main access track into the park from the public
highway is a shared-use track with the owners of the
Manor House, the track providing their main route to their
property. The owners of the Manor have expressed a wish
to work with us to consider an alternative route for them to
access their property.

•

Improve entrance from Marsh Drive and resolve
issues associated with shared access route;

•

Restore the parkland character and improve
understanding of the Ha-Ha as a boundary feature
between different character areas;

•

Develop a strategy for the arboretum in line with the
parkland character;

•

Improve the car park layout and visibility and
provide for disabled parking;

•

Provide bike racks, benches and potential summer
kiosk/ice-cream sales space;

•

Interpreting parkland character with play sculpture
grazing sheep

•

Create a welcoming entrance, with visitor information
about the Park layout, facilities, interpretation and
walking routes through the park, and connections to
the MK Heritage Corridor;

•

Create a small young children’s play area, which
could be used by the pre- school as well as visitors to
the park; and

•

Maintain and enhance potential for using the area for
events.

A place to:
•
•
•
•

Park your bike and plan your visit
Let young children play
Learn about trees in the arboretum
See the Tulip tree flower in June
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5.

Western Approach

The Western Approaches to the Park covers the western
side of the Park and south of the canal. This is a diverse
area, which contains the entrance to MK Arts Centre,
the Almshouses and the Park. The parish church is also
a prominent feature in this area. The Arts Centre has
a small public café and toilet facilities, which it aims to
improve through its own development plans. There is
no information about the Park in this area. The westernmost section of this area is also notable for the former
quarry which reveals the Blisworth limestone outcrop. This
fossil-rich site, which is designated RIGS, is used by The
Parks Trust Education Team for school visits. The area also
includes an attractive area of informal open space running
parallel to the canal.

The objectives here include, to:

A place to:

•

Improve the entrance to make it more welcoming
with an improved layout, improved parking, disabled
spaces, turning for school coaches, bike racks and
benches;

•
•
•
•

•

Provide visitor information about the park layout,
facilities, interpretation and routes through the park;

•

Bring RIGS site, ponds and wildflower meadow into
more active management to enhance biodiversity;

•

Provide a design for the area around the meadow to
accommodate overspill parking;

•

Enhance the area beside the canal (with possible new
visitor moorings) and the walk through the RIGS area;
and,

•

Provide facilities to support school visits such as a
picnic area, shelter and improved bus access.

Enjoy as an outside classroom
Let young children explore the natural world
Engage in conservaton projects
Watch canal boats go by
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6. Blackhorse Wood North and South
When agricultural use stopped after the second World
War this area became wooded by natural succession.
The northern section is used as a forest school and for
community engagement and outreach activities. The area
has developed interesting biodiversity including a wet
woodland area.
The objectives for this area are to:

A place to:

•

Expand the use of the area for nature conservation
community engagement and outreach activities;

•
•

•

Provide signage and interpretation particularly to
enhance orientation;

•

•

Enhance the woodland diversity and particularly the
woodland floor species;

•

To provide woodland play features for older children;

•

To install artworks to encourage exploration of the
woodland;

•

To conserve the wet woodland that has developed;
and

•

To increase access on foot through the area.

Explore
Help manage the woodland and see the bluebells
spread
Feel better for engaging with the natural world
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8.0 Next Steps
8.1 Implementation

8.2 Permission and Agreements

The implementation of the Conservation Plan will be led by
The Parks Trust with support from a team of consultants.

Planning permission will be required for some aspects
of the work including tree works within the Conservation
Area.

Prior to any changes to the Park a community archaeology
project will investigate areas that the geophysics survey
suggested might reveal more about the history of the
Park, and potentially inform the detailed design to enable
more accurate restoration. Assessments have also been
made as to where archaeological watching briefs will be
required.
The design proposals will be developed to a detailed
stage with additional ecological survey work and
mitigation where required.
The implementation of the capital works will be carefully
programed to have minimal impact on natural habitats
and the public’s enjoyment of the Park.
The Activity Plan will be programmed to co-ordinate
with the site works and the Management Maintenance
Plan will be updated in response to the evolving design
requirements.

We will also be working with neighbouring land-owners to
achieve some of the access improvements and facilities
set out in the Plan.
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8.3 Monitoring and Review
The Conservation Plan is not a blueprint and it will be
regularly reviewed and updated by The Parks Trust to
ensure the vision and policies remain valid over time
and changing circumstances. The restoration proposals
will improve the significance the Park, particularly to the
people of Milton Keynes, and restore heritage features
within the Park. The impact of this on the significance
assessment should therefore also be reviewed.
•
•
•
•

The plan will be available via The Parks Trust website
and access to it will be made available via:
The Gardens Trust’s list of Conservation Management
Plans;
The Centre for Buckinghamshire Studies; and
The City Discovery Centre.

The Conservation Plan has revealed a rich and varied
history and some fascinating stories associated with
the people who lived at Great Linford. During the
Development Phase local people have expressed
considerable interest in the history being revealed, several
have researched aspects further themselves. It is therefore
hoped that our understanding of the people and the place
will continue to expand. This new understanding will, we
hope, provide further information to help us continue to
develop and refine the Conservation Plan.
In response to further site investigations and the greater
understanding, they provide the Plan will be reviewed,
updated and consulted on at the end of the Delivery
Phase.
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Appendix 01 - Chronology

Great Linford Manor Park has a rich and varied history, a
summary of key dates influencing the development of the
Park are summarised below:

17th Century
1590

Early History
1086

C12th
1380

1400s

Domesday Book survey records Lynforde
the name given to an area of land lying
on both sides of the River Ouse.
Post windmill in use 400m to the east of
the Park
William de Bromley who had been rector
of St Andrews Church for 8 years dies of
the black death, significant deaths locality
suggest population of village would have
reduced by about a third.
Substantial medieval hall house built at
Great Linford, archaeological excavations
in the late 1970s (MKDC) revealed its
foundations in the area of the south
pavilion

1634

Richard Napier (Sandy) (1559-1634)
becomes rector of Great Linford and
remains until his death 44 years later
– one of the best know astrologer –
physicians of his day. He recorded
thousands of his consultations in
casebooks, which are now part of a major
research project on early medicine
Sir Richard Napier (nephew of Richard
Napier ) inherits the Manor and estate
and starts to buy more land

1641

First known map of the estate was
produced “The Plot of the Mannor of
Great Linford”

1658

Enclosure by agreement - promoted by
Sir Richard Napier now owner of most of
the village

1676

Sir Richard Napier dies with considerable
debts estate has to be sold

1678

Second Estate Map produced probably
for the sale

1679

Sir William Pritchard (1632 -1704) buys
the Manor and Estate

1685

Sir William Pritchard becomes Lord
Mayor of London and City Member of
Parliament

1688-1690

Original medieval/Elizabethan Manor
House demolished

1690

New Manor completed in its current
location with associated gardens to rear

1696-1697

Almshouses and interesting three-storey
Dutch gable centre-piece school and
school master’s accommodation.
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18th Century

19th Century

1704

Sir William Pritchard dies and Lady
Pritchard inherits estate for her lifetime.

1718

Lady Sarah Pritchard dies estate passes
to Sir William’s nephews Richard Uthwatt
and Daniel King. Richard sells his
interest to Richard, the estate remained
in the Uthwatt family (although often
descending to distant relations who had
to change their name to Uthwatt) until it
was sold to MKDC in 1972.

1720

Manor re-fronted

1725

North and South Pavilions built

1740-1750

Manor Great Room (Ballroom) built

1761

Richard Woods plan for Little Linford
Manor Park – Great Linford Manor
Pleasure Garden created around this time

1800

Grand Junction Canal constructed
through the pleasure garden isolating
northern water garden

1800s

Two small-scale brickworks with pits and
kilns open up in the parish adjacent to
the canal, bricks are transported by horse
drawn barge

1841

Tithe Map of Parish

1865

Newport Pagnell railway built immediately
to the north of the Canal

1861

Census 72 year old school master in
the school-house with his wife, boarder
and grandchild. 9 people living in the
almshouses including 3 grandaughters
of the occupants, 5 record themselves as
lacemakers.

1871

Census shows 23 year old
schoolmistress living in school-house
with her younger sister and brother. 5
almshouses occupied with 10 people
living in them, 5 record themselves as
lacemakers.

1880

Elementary Education Act compulsory
education for children 5 to 10 years

1880

A pack of otter hounds established at
Great Linford and until 1950s Uthwatts
are Masters of Bucks Otter Hounds

1881

First edition OS Map showing boathouse
in the Wilderness and steps down from
canal towpath to isolated water garden

1890s

Mr W Uthwatt Master of the otter hounds
consulted on otter behaviour for “The
Victoria History of the Counties of
England - A History of the County of
Buckingham” 1905

1891

Census School house occupied by
school master his wife two daughters and
a servant.Five Almshouses occupied
none record themselves as lacemakers,
residents mostly in their 70s one with a
grandson of 4. Many villagers employed
by railway, presumably at Wolverton
works.
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20th Century
1900

Revised OS Map does not show
boathouse

1901

Census 6 almshouses occupied with
7 residents, two record themselves as
lacemakers. There is a 41 year old
school master living on his own in the
school house

1920s

Fundamental Bench Mark established in
the Park

1946

Post war garden decline, Doric Seat
being used as cattle shelter

1950s

Stella Uthwatt Master of the Otterhounds

1960s

People stop living in the Almshouses

1964

Manor and Park becomes home for
Chilstone Ornaments

1964

Newport Pagnell railway closes

1967

Great Linford within the area designated
as part of Milton Keynes New Town

1972

MKDC buys the Manor and estate from
Stella Uthwatt to create an Arts Centre for
the New Town.

1972 -1980

Archaeological excavations carried out by
Milton Keynes Archaeological Unit

1974-1979

1986

Manor sold and converted to a recording
studio

1992

The Parks Trust adopt the Park

1993

Current owners buy the Manor as a
recording studio

MKDC undertake extensive restoration of
Pavilions, Barn and Almshouses

21st Century

1979

Radcliffe studio built

2016

1982

Temporary sculpture exhibition in the Park
with pieces by internationally renowned
sculptors such as Henry Moore and
Barbara Hepworth

The Parks Trust make successful bid to
HLF for Development Phase funding to
Reveal, Revive and Restore the Park

2017

Owners restore the Manor for use as a
residential property

1982

Seventh edition OS Map shows car park
within the Wilderness and new access
road from Marsh Drive to the Manor and
relocated Memorial Hall

1984

Manor Arts Centre closes due to lack
of funding but Arts Centre continues
in barn, pavilions, Radcliffe studio and
almshouses
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Appendix 02 - Historical Sources

Appendix 03 - Maps

The Victoria County History of Buckinghamshire (Volumes
1. and 4.)

A Conservation Plan for Great Linford Arts Workshop
Milton Keynes (The Architectural Studio, August 2005)

D C Maynard & RJ Zeepvat, Great Linford
(Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society Monograph
Series No. 3. 1992)

Fiona Cowell - Richard Woods (1715-1793) Master of the
Pleasure Garden 2009
Archives located at the City Discovery Centre

R A Croft & D C Mynard The Changing Landscape of
Milton Keynes (Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society
Monograph Series No. 5. 1993)
Paul Woodfield – A Guide to the Historic Buildings of
Milton Keynes (MKDC, 1986)
R J Williams – St Andrew’s Church, Great Linford: A Brief
History 1983

Archive photographs and recordings from Living Archive,
Milton Keynes Museum
Centre For Buckinghamshire Studies
a) D-U – Archives of Great Linford and Lathbury Estates
(Uthwatt and Andrewes families)
b) Little Linford Garden Plan 1761 (Bucks CRO, MA/275)

1641 - Great Linford Estate Plan pre-enclosure (Bucks
CRO, BAS Maps 49)
1678 - Great Linford Estate Plan post-enclosure (Bucks
CRO, BAS Maps 50)
1770 - Jeffreys Map
1834 - 1” to 1 mile
1841 - Tithe Map
1880 - OS 25-inch
1881 - OS 6” to 1 mile - First Edition
1900 - OS 6” to 1 mile - Revised First Edition
1924 - OS 6” to 1 mile - 1924 Revision
1925 - OS County Series
1938 - OS 6” to 1 mile - 1938 Revision
1950 - OS 6” to 1 mile -1924 Survey with additions
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Appendix 04 - Ecological Report Appendix 05 - Geophysics/
Archaeology
Reports

Appendix 06 - Hydrology Report

Provided in a separate file.

Provided in a separate file.

Provided in a separate file.

